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ABSTRACT 
With the widespread popularity of the Internet and advances in distributed computing and in virtual 
reality, more flexibility is needed in the development and use of collaborative virtual environments. 
Collaborative virtual environments allow multiple physically separated users to interact in a single 
shared virtual world. Although guidelines for the fundamental components of such a system are starting 
to be defined by the community, no single implementation of a collaborative virtual environment software 
system has been accepted as the foundation for future work. This thesis presents Octopus, a cross-
platform, object-oriented API for constructing shared virtual worlds. The list of goals for Octopus, 
a description of its design, and a detailed discussion of its implementation are provided. The design 
description gives explanations of the three components of Octopus: the core that handles networking 
and data sharing, the interface for implementing user representations in the virtual space (avatars), and 
the actual implementations of avatars. As an initial implementation, Octopus has been a success, and 
the research involved in its implementation has provided goals for more advanced work in the future. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Research Problem 
As the field of virtual reality (VR) matures, users of the technology continuously seek new ways to 
apply VR tools in many areas. For example, product engineers may use VR to create a prototype of 
some new design to perform analysis, evaluation, and testing of the concept before building a physical 
prototype. This has the potential for reduced costs and increased production speed. Furthermore, 
the engineers may wish to share a new prototype with colleagues or managers who may be in another 
building or in another city. With current technology, it is necessary in most situations for the team 
members to travel to the facilities with the VR equipment. This constant travel of engineering teams 
represents an inefficient use of intellectual time and financial resources of the company that could have 
been spent more productively. A more efficient management of these resources could be achieved with 
the use of collaborative virtual environments (CVEs). The members of a geographically distributed 
team could meet in a shared virtual world by connecting their respective VR systems through the 
network. 
As another example, consider instead a classroom setting. The ability to have students working 
together on a project or learning exercise is a well-known teaching technique. Single-user immersive VR 
devices such as head-mounted displays could be used to teach individual students. Some mechanism 
would be required so that they could experience the lessons together. Without this component, the 
students would be isolated from each other and would find it difficult to communicate among themselves. 
An alternative to the well-known single-user VR devices is the CAVE@ system [10]. While multi-
ple people inside the same system can see the virtual space and can communicate about it easily, the 
perspective is typically for one user. The quality of the experience unfortunately decreases as partici-
pants move away from that person. Such systems, however, have made a major contribution towards 
collaboration in VR. 
Shared VR environments aim to address the current limitations of collaboration in a virtual world 
and to provide a new way for people to work together. The basic idea behind a shared virtual en-
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vironment is that multiple users located at different sites can interact with each other and with the 
computer-generated world using individual VR systems connected by a network. Traditionally, users see 
representations of each other called avatars. These provide a sense of where other people (or automata) 
are in the space and how they are interacting with the environment. 
To date, there have been significant efforts to implement software systems for constructing shared 
virtual environments. The results vary from multi-player computer games to pure research systems to 
established standards. As a result of these efforts, we are seeing a wide collection of software tools 
focused on specific features of collaboration. Some have bound the networking and visualization tightly 
in the same package [25] while others are best suited to a certain kind of application or use such 
as military simulation [15]. The networked versions of various games often use inefficient methods 
of communication between players and ignore time-critical constraints necessary for VR use. Such 
architectures are typically client/server based and expect reliable packet transmission with some having 
lag times of 300 to 400 milliseconds even on local networks [30]. In some cases, both research and game 
systems make assumptions that the computer hardware at individual sites is comparable. 
We believe that for collaborative VR to become widespread and effective, the underlying system 
must be more flexible than what existing systems offer. 
Statement of Purpose 
The research presented here begins by specifying the fundamental requirements for any CVE. Using 
these requirements as the basis for comparison, we analyze existing CVE tools emphasizing their features 
and limitations. The results of this analysis will be used to define a tool to enable the construction of 
a wide array of scientific, engineering, and design applications. This tool, called Octopus, is the main 
focus of the work presented in this document. Octopus is a cross-platform, object-oriented software 
toolkit for developing VR applications that support simultaneous collaboration of many users between 
geographically separated sites. 
Scope of Research 
To meet the research goals proposed in the statement of purpose, the work is structured in the 
following stages: 
l. Define the requirements for a CVE implementation 
2. Analyze existing CVE implementations 
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3. Design Octopus based on the defined requirements 
4. Develop the initial implementation 
5. Perform iterative refinement of the design 
6. Do performance measurements of network use 
7. Discuss results 
Each of these steps is described in detail in the following subsections. 
Define the Requirements for a CVE Implementation 
Before researching any exiting CVE implementations, the goals and requirements of the Octopus 
project had to be stated. Doing so simplified the evaluation of existing CVE implementations because 
key criteria could be used to determine the usefulness of the system. The requirement definition has 
also been helpful in identifying deficiencies in various iterations of development and in stating goals for 
future work. 
Analyze Existing CVE Implementations 
Existing CVE implementations were investigated to determine if any one met the requirements set 
forth for this research. The goal was to insure that work was not being repeated and to define what 
contributions Octopus could make to the field. This stage aided in designing Octopus because special 
features offered by individual implementations could be combined with those offered by Octopus. 
Design Octopus Based on the Defined Requirements 
Upon reviewing existing systems, we felt that our plans to create a new CVE implementation were 
justified. No implementations offered the exact feature set we wanted. The design of Octopus was 
refined based on what was found in existing applications, but the primary goals remained the same. 
Develop the Initial Implementation 
A simplified initial implementation was written and tested with an existing application. The initial 
work did not meet all the goals of the system and had problems that needed to be overcome. The 
first pass at the application programmer interface (API) proved to be too simple to be effective and 
restrictive, and it therefore required several extensions. 
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Perform Iterative Refinement of the Design 
The design of Octopus has been refined continuously based on developer ideas, user feedback, and 
further research into new CVE implementations. Several large-scale public demonstrations of Octopus 
have been given, and input from participants and viewers has also been taken into consideration. The 
initial basic API has changed significantly to address problems found with use in applications. 
Do Performance Measurements of Network Use 
As a tool based on network communication, measuring the network use of Octopus ensures that it is 
using the network effectively and efficiently. Simulations were perfomed to measure the effect Octopus' 
protocols have on the network. This included comparisons of the alternate ways in which Octopus can 
put data onto the network. 
Discuss Results 
The results of using Octopus in applications show what problems and what benefits have been 
observed. Concerns raised by current and potential users have also been taken into consideration for 
future iterations of the development cycle. 
Thesis Organization 
The remainder of this text is organized as follows: 
• Background information for VR and collaborative virtual environments is provided in Chapter 2. 
• Requirements for an implementation of a collaborative VR software system are presented in Chap-
ter 3. 
• Previous work done in the field of collaborative VR is discussed in Chapter 4. 
• A high-level description of Octopus' architecture is given in Chapter 5. 
• The details of the architecture are presented in Chapter 6. 
• Performance measurements and discussion are in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER2 BACKGROUND 
At a high level, collaborative virtual environments fall into the category of collaboration systems. In 
general, any tool that facilitates work by multiple people is a collaboration system. Examples of such 
systems are conference telephone calls, teleconferencing, and distance learning centers. Collaborative 
virtual environments extend the capabilities of these systems through the use of three-dimensional com-
puter graphics and interactive, immersive virtual environments. In this chapter, we provide background 
information on the fields of VR and more specifically, CVEs. To begin, we give an overview of virtual 
reality. We then explain collaborative virtual environments and follow that with current and future 
uses of this technology. 
Virtual Reality Overview 
Definition 
A "virtual environment" is defined by Stuart as: 
"Systems capable of producing an interactive immersive multisensory 3-D synthetic environ-
ment: it uses position-tracking and real-time update of visual, auditory, and other displays 
(e.g., tactile) in response to the user's motions to give the users a sense being 'in' the 
environment, and it could be either a single or multi-user system." (36] 
Stuart uses the term "virtual environment" in this definition to avoid misconceptions related to the 
more common term "virtual reality". In this text, the above definition will be applied to a "VR system" 
since it describes a system capable of displaying a synthetic environment. Expanding on this definition, 
the VR system combines the hardware and the software needed by developers to create applications 
that present a synthetic environment to users [3]. When referring to the hardware component of the 
VR system, the term "VR hardware system" will be used; when referring to the software component, 
the term "VR software system" will be used. Finally, the terms "virtual environment", "virtual world", 
and "virtual space" will be used interchangeably to describe a synthetic environment constructed for 
use within a VR system. 
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The above definition points out several key components to the VR experience. First, as an in-
teractive environment, a virtual world responds to user input through some hardware device. Next, 
the environment is immersive in the sense that the user's attention is focused on the sensory elements 
present in the space. Such elements can stimulate all five human senses. Finally, the environment is 
rendered live in real time by the hardware and responds to what the user is doing at any given moment. 
This is in contrast to pre-recorded animations. Putting all of this together, the result is that a VR 
application is centered on the user. 
Hardware 
VR hardware systems can vary greatly depending on available resources and specific needs. At the 
low end, desktop VR systems, also called ''fish-tank VR", provide simple, small-scale VR capabilities 
using a workstation monitor with stereoscopic graphics capabilities and a six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) 
tracking unit. At the high end, multi-screen immersive projection systems combine several projection 
screens positioned adjacently, a 6DOF tracking system, and a computer capable of rendering high-speed, 
high-resolution stereo graphics. In the middle are traditional head-mounted display (HMD) systems 
and single-wall projection systems both with 6D0F tracking systems. 
Software 
The VR software system provides a programming interface to the underlying hardware. Ideally, it 
abstracts the details of the hardware so that the programmers are not tied to any specific hardware 
system. It also specifies internally how the interaction among the hardware components will occur. 
For example, the steps needed for synchronizing the rendered graphics across two adjacent projection 
screens will be handled by this software. 
Collaborative Virtual Environments 
We now provide a definition of collaborative virtual environments and then separate the concept of 
collaboration in virtual environments into two types: local and remote. While they may appear similar, 
they are fundamentally different. For example, the major technical issue with remote collaboration is 
the computer network while in local collaboration, it is the capabilities of the VR hardware system. 
Socially, they are different because local collaboration allows users to see and interact with each other 
in person while remote collaboration does not. These two types of collaboration have their own benefits 
and drawbacks that are addressed as appropriate. The focus of this thesis is on remote collaboration, 
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and interested readers should refer to the cited references for more information on local collaboration. 
More detail follows. 
Definition 
Collaborative virtual environments are an extension to traditional single-user or standalone VR 
applications. In CVEs, two or more people can interact in the same virtual space. Communication 
between users should be clear and intuitive which often means that the participants can speak to each 
other. In order for the users to feel that they are sharing the same space and potentially working 
together on a task, there must exist concepts of information sharing and cooperative manipulation of 
that information. Visually, the shared world should be the same for all sites, or it must be similar 
enough that no one user is lacking crucial environmental elements such as landmarks that could be used 
as reference points. Finally, the collaboration method in a virtual environment can be classified into 
one of two categories: local or remote. 
Local Collaboration 
When people collaborate locally in a virtual environment, they use the same VR hardware system 
and occupy the same physical and virtual space. Local collaboration is most often accomplished with 
projection-based VR hardware systems since they allow multiple simultaneous viewers 110). In most of 
these systems, the graphics are rendered for a single user's perspective. That user wears spatial tracking 
equipment, and interaction is available to one user manipulating special input devices. The result is 
that only one person truly experiences the virtual environment while others end up as bystanders who 
can interact with the tracked person. New extensions to the hardware, when used in conjunction with 
a flexible software system, allow multiple simultaneous tracked users each with their own input devices 
[4]. 
Collaboration of this form can be intuitive for several reasons. For example, people share the same 
physical space. Here, they can speak to each other and move their bodies freely in the same way they 
would in the real world. Avatars are not necessary because the participants' bodies are visible at all 
times, though features may not be clear due to the low lighting typically associated with projection-
based VR hardware systems. 
Beyond intuitive communication, there are other benefits to local collaboration. For example, the 
group of people working together may be a team involved in an engineering design project. They can use 
the system simultaneously to view their models and discuss enhancements together. Another example 
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is a teacher presenting a visual lesson to one or more students. The teacher can explain various aspects 
of the lesson while the students each view the information from their own perspective. 
While local collaboration has many benefits, it is not free of problems. For the following example, let 
us assume that the VR hardware system allows two simultaneously tracked users each with their own 
interaction devices. If the two users navigate in opposite directions, the parts of the world they view 
may be quite different. Should they turn around to face each other, however, the other user will appear 
to be right next to them in both the virtual and the physical spaces. This is clearly counterintuitive 
since the participants are supposed to be in different locations in the virtual space. With or without 
the technology to allow multiple tracked users, when people are close together in the physical space 
and in the virtual space, the three-dimensional graphics seen by one person may be occluded by bodies 
of the other users. Finally, with several people occupying a relatively small physical space, there may 
not be enough room for the tracked user ( or users) to move freely or to interact with the world fully. 
Because local collaboration is relatively new to the VR community, these situations are all open areas 
of research. 
Remote Collaboration 
Remote collaboration involves collaborating users who are not in the same physical space. These 
people can be as close as adjacent rooms or as distant as current computer network technology allows. 
Thus, the key to remote collaboration is the use of a computer network infrastructure to allow com-
munication between the VR systems. A main goal of remote collaboration is to allow multiple users 
who are separated by large physical distances to perform tasks, share ideas, teach, etc. Ultimately, 
the hope is that remote collaboration will mimic local collaboration well enough that people find both 
equally effective. At that point, remote collaboration may be useful in improving communication. The 
potential would then exist for remote collaboration to be used on a global scale. People could conduct 
international meetings without long, expensive trips. 
The network communication in remote collaboration can use any protocol, but with the availability 
of the worldwide Internet, the TCP /IP protocol suite [9] is a likely choice. With TCP /IP, programmers 
can choose reliable stream-oriented communication using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or 
unreliable, unordered datagram communication through the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Both of 
these are ''unicast" protocols where two nodes communicate with each other over sockets provided by 
the operating system. The term unicast is used because a single TCP or UDP socket allows one-to-one 
communication. Extensions such as Internet Protocol (IP) multicast allow one-to-many communica-
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tions. 
Features of remote collaboration may overcome some drawbacks of local collaboration described 
above. For example, if other users each have virtual representations, the representations accurately 
depict the positions of the users in the virtual space. A user's physical position within his or her respec-
tive VR devices is not relevant in most cases. There is no occlusion of graphics by other participants in 
the shared world, but if a site has a projection-based system with several passive viewers present, those 
viewers can still interfere with the tracked user. 
Remote collaboration has its own drawbacks. For example, the introduction of computer networking 
into the VR equation drastically increases the software complexity. While the complexity is expanded 
and detailed throughout this work, it is worth noting here that issues such as unpredictable network 
delays, site failures, and bandwidth limitations are only the beginning of what must be addressed. Ad-
ditional components must be added to the software to provide audio communication among some or all 
participants. For added levels of communication, the facial expressions of a user may be monitored and 
reflected in the user's avatar. Thus, adding all the components that come for free in local collaboration 
requires significant effort. 
Uses for Collaboration Systems 
We now present examples of past and present uses of collaboration systems and offer a vision of 
possible future uses. The examples are more general than just CVEs because some concepts that exist 
today in collaboration tools can be extended using VR. In particular, the subsection on future uses is 
devoted to what CVEs could offer to new shared efforts. 
Previous 
At Supercomputing '95 (SC95), held in December 1995, a large-scale distributed computing project 
called the Global Information Infrastructure (GIi) Testbed was demonstrated. Over fifty VR applica-
tions from categories such as astronomy, biochemistry, molecular biology, education, engineering, math-
ematics, and neuroscience made up the GIi Testbed. The VR hardware systems used included CAVE@ 
and ImmersaDesk™ configurations. The goal of the GIi Testbed was to advance the development of 
the hardware and software needed to develop distributed VR applications requiring high-performance 
computing systems and to show the computing community what distributed computing offered for 
scientific research. 
The GIi Testbed utilized the Information Wide Area Year (I-WAY) network built solely for use 
at SC95. I-WAY connected seventeen of the United States' top high-performance computing sites 
through ten high-speed networks forming the first nation-wide, application-driven Asynchronous Trans-
fer Mode (ATM) testbed [38], and it offered bandwidth of 155 megabits per second. Special software 
was developed to allow all the computers to communicate using a common "language" so that several 
supercomputers could act as a single machine. The demonstrations given at SC95 were considered a 
major success, and the results of it led to the persistent interconnectivity of all major United States 
federal high-performance networks. It also brought about the development of the Science, Technology, 
and Research Transit Access Point (STAR TAP5M). STAR TAP5M is discussed in the next subsection 
on current technologies. 
Current 
In the business world, conference calls have been possible for many years. Today they are used daily 
by two or more groups of people who need to collaborate across some geographic distance. This tech-
nology has become so commonplace that people use it unaware of the technology behind it. Conference 
calls are, however, limited to transmission of voice information, but the cost of a long-distance telephone 
call is much less than the travel expenses. They are further limited by their lack of visual interactivity. 
Meetings with any type of visual presentation cannot be conducted using current conference call tech-
nology alone. Video equipment could be installed, but this shifts the meaning from conference calls to 
telecollaboration. 
Telecollaboration is a technology that is becoming more and more popular. It involves groups of 
people separated by some distance communicating with each other, usually with live audio and video. 
Teleconferencing is an example of telecollaboration, and it is an extension to conference calls. People 
meet in a room with special equipment capable of broadcasting and receiving the audio and video 
information. The participants see each other on television screens or with projected images. In some 
cases, special computing hardware and software are available so that the participants in the meeting 
can share other types of data. The main disadvantage of telecollaboration in general is the complexity 
of the equipment. In some cases, a technician must be available at all times the system is in use to assist 
to the users. The added complexity may also lead to easier failures of the equipment. The failure of the 
broadcasting devices alone renders the system useless except to those people who are together in the 
central room. People do use telecollaboration systems effectively, however, and the most prevalent use 
of it today is for education. Using telecollaboration in this way is sometimes called distance learning, 
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and it is described next. 
Distance learning has become feasible with advances in satellite communications and the World Wide 
Web. Teachers and students can be at many separate learning institutions while still participating in 
an interactive classroom setting. Audio and video from the teacher's site is broadcast to all other sites, 
and each site sends audio and video from the students back to the teacher. Using the World Wide Web 
for electronic distribution and submission of assignments and tests allows all sites to get the information 
quickly. At Iowa State University, several distance learning classrooms have been put into regular use. 
Industrial groups are also using distance learning for training and continued education of employees. 
Beyond distance learning, collaborative systems are also being used in industry. Tools such as Net-
Meeting from Microsoft@ enables desktop collaboration. NetMeeting comes with the recently released 
versions of the Windows@ operating system Windows@ 2000 and Windows@ ME. The software can 
be used to share any Windows@ application among multiple computers. Sharing is accomplished by 
taking a snapshot of the application's active window and by capturing mouse and keyboard activity. 
This information is sent across the network to the collaborating users so that they see an up-to-date 
version of the window and all the interaction with that window. By operating in this manner, the 
information must be captured and sent frequently, and high bandwidth is required due to the size of the 
information transmitted. The window snapshots contribute significantly to the bandwidth requirements 
because the Windows@ BMP image format is used. In this format, each pixel of the snapshot requires 
three bytes, and there is no compression. For example, a single image that is 800 pixels wide and 600 
pixels tall will require 1.44 megabytes (MB). Even with these requirements, NetMeeting is easy to use 
and is therefore appealing to many business people, and its simple protocol can be implemented on 
other platforms to allow collaboration between different types of computers. 
Current CVE technology is gaining industry acceptance as well. General Motors, for example, has 
been incorporating VR into their design process since the mid-1990s, and more recently, they have 
extended their VR systems to include collaborative aspects [31). Other companies such as CAT and 
Deere and Company. have been investigating the use of CVEs for their design processes. These efforts 
will drive the technology and will encourage its use on a broader scope. 
Besides industry, the United States government has been developing and using software tools to 
incorporate shared virtual worlds for many uses including training and combat simulation. For example, 
the United State's Army's Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM) group currently 
stands as an important user of CVE technology. Other Department of Defense projects have produced 
standardized software systems that are presented in Chapter 4. 
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As CVE tools are gaining acceptance by these groups, many research projects are continuing to 
advance the state of the art. They include the National Tele-Immersion Initiative (NTII) and the Access 
Grid. NTII, started in 1997, is an effort to develop the foundation necessary to allow globally distributed 
simulated environments. Recent demonstrations of proposed technology have used a combination of 
streaming video, facial tracking, and three-dimensional virtual objects. Facial expressions and natural 
body movements are rendered using this combination to enhance the realism of the environment. NTII 
is currently involved with the Internet2@ project, discussed below, to take advantage of the high 
bandwidth offered. 
The Access Grid [2] provides hardware and software resources that offer enhanced human interaction 
capabilities between networked computers. The Access Grid technology was first developed at Argonne 
National Laboratory and debuted in 1999 at Chautauqua '99. At Supercomputing 2001 (SC2001), an 
event called SC Global will use Access Grid technologies. This will be the first global use of Access Grid 
technologies. SC2001 will be held November 10-16, 2001, in Denver, Colorado. The Denver site will be 
linked to other sites around the world via high-speed network lines during the conference. Each remote 
location is called an SC Constellation site. All participants will be able to take part in collaborative 
sessions such as meetings and workshops discussing high-performance computing. Besides the large-
scale use for SC Global, Access Grid technology is being used currently for audio and video conferencing 
using the existing Internet. 
Network infrastructure improvements are being made by many groups to allow tools such as CVEs 
to function on a large scale. For example, the United States National Science Foundation (NSF) is 
currently engaged in efforts to improve the connectivity of research institutions and national laboratories 
within the United States. The is called the Next Generation Internet (NGI) (21], and it is a federally 
funded initiative set forth in 1996 by President Clinton and Vice President Gore. The main goals 
of NGI involve advancing the technology of networked applications, network services, and network 
infrastructure. Some potential applications will benefit the health industries and educational services 
offered to citizens. Services should provide improved security and quality of service while making it 
easy to integrate the capabilities with applications. Finally, a high-performance network infrastructure 
must exist so that the developments can be tested and deployed. The NGI continues to be an on-going 
effort with many accepted white papers from groups around the country. 
To improve communications between U.S. research facilities and international, the NSF is supporting 
the work of the Science, Technology, and Research Transit Access Point [34]. STAR TAP8M is a 
persistent network infrastructure designed to provide the international community with long-term, 
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high-performance interconnectivity. It is managed by the Electronic Visualization Laboratory at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago; by the Math and Computer Science Division at Argonne National 
Laboratory; and by Ameritech Advanced Data Services. 
Lastly, the Internet2@ is consortium made up of over one hundred eighty U.S. universities to improve 
their network connectivity and network application functionality [16). Libraries and primary schools will 
also be able to benefit from Internet2@ in the long term. Similar to NGI, the goals of the Internet2@ 
work include the following: 
• Creation of a high-performance internetwork of computers to facilitate communication among 
research institutions 
• Enabling of more advanced network applications 
• Transferral of advanced application to the worldwide Internet for global use 
The last of these is important as new technologies emerge. Internet2@ is being used as a testbed for 
services such as version 6 of the Internet Protocol and multicast that will be put into wider use on the 
Internet in the future. While Internet2@ is localized to the United States, it emphasizes the use of 
STAR TAP8M for global connectivity. 
Future 
The concept of collaborative, immersive design tasks has been presented earlier, but such work 
is still in the research stage. One example of collaborative design is distributed virtual prototyping. 
Distributed virtual prototyping would present several designers with a virtual environment containing 
the necessary tools to construct a product or a single part of a larger system collaboratively. Their 
design can then be tested, evaluated, and improved all within the virtual space without making multiple 
physical prototypes. Virtual prototyping is already in limited use, but extending its capabilities to 
facilitate use by physically separated users is a future goal. There are many components to providing 
a system besides the collaboration aspect. For example, the designers may be engineers familiar with 
traditional computer-aided design (CAD) software run on desktop computers. In the virtual space, they 
would need comparable tools to complete their design task. Implementing these tools effectively in VR 
is an open area of research. 
The idea of a conference call in a meeting, described in the previous section, can be extended when a 
CVE is introduced. The meeting could take place in a virtual environment where participants could see 
representations of each other in addition to hearing the members speak. In this way, the meeting would 
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be very similar to one in which all participants are in the same physical space. Presentations could 
use interactive three-dimensional objects rather than static two-dimensional projections or slides. For 
example, instead of presenting two-dimensional architectural drawings of a proposed building, a fully 
constructed three-dimensional prototype could be shown and modified live as people provide suggestions. 
Such meetings could be more productive if less travel time is required, if communication is facilitated 
with the visual components, or if projects can benefit from immediate feedback. 
A long-term goal of CVEs is an extension to the World Wide Web wherein participants are immersed 
in a three-dimensional, multi-modal environment. In this space, they can interact with each other and 
with the world around them. For example, Internet chat rooms could be visualized as virtual coffee 
houses where people congregate and communicate using more natural mechanisms than typing in a 
two-dimensional window. Online shopping could be done in a virtual shopping center with individual 
stores where products can be picked up and viewed. If the product performs an action, its behavior 
could be simulated for the shopper. Examples of such systems have been illustrated in popular science 
fiction, usually under the assumption that network bandwidth and latency are not major issues. 
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CHAPTER 3 REQUIREMENTS OF A SHARED VIRTUAL REALITY 
IMPLEMENTATION 
We present the components that make up the minimum requirements for a shared VR software 
system. These components reflect our experience in researching and evaluating existing shared VR 
systems, in developing the software to enable collaboration, and in creating the collaborative applications 
themselves. The components presented are as follows: 
• shared objects 
• network abstraction 
• ownership management 
• efficient network communication 
• dead reckoning 
• area of interest management 
• world state management 
• support for heterogeneous VR hardware systems 
• support for heterogeneous computing environments 
• user representations 
Details for each of these topics are given below. 
Much of this chapter deals with efficient use of available resources including network bandwidth 
and computation cycles. Resource use may be described using the following principle called the virtual 
environment Information: 
"The resource utilization of a [CVE] is directly related to the amount of information that 
must be sent and received by each host and how quickly that information must be delivered 
by the network." [30) 
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In technical terms, this principle indicates that to determine the resources needed for the CVE, we need 
to consider the following parameters: 
• number of messages transmitted in the CVE 
• number of destination hosts 
• amount of network bandwidth required for a message sent to each host 
• timeliness with which the network must deliver messages to each destination host 
• number of processor cycles required to receive and process each message 
We thus seek to minimize as many factors as possible to reduce the resource requirements. The rest of 
this chapter describes each component in detail and its resource needs or impact on the overall system. 
Shared Objects 
A shared object is defined as an element in the virtual environment viewable by two or more partic-
ipants in the session. Such objects may have interactive characteristics, but this is not required. The 
objects are constructed using a computer programming language or some other mechanism for defining 
constructs that may be loaded into a computer's memory and manipulated. Ideally, the implementa-
tion will allow construction of arbitrary objects that can be shared with no direct use of the underlying 
networking protocols. Such flexibility is difficult to provide, however. 
As shared objects, there must be some capability for communicating the object data between two 
distinct processes, usually on separate hosts. State changes in a given object must then be sent to all 
hosts who know about that object so that all users have an accurate representation of it. Whether these 
updates are sent as new copies of the object or as "deltas" describing an incremental change in state is 
implementation dependent. 
Shared objects are fundamental to a CVE. Without some concept of shared information, participants 
will have no sense of using the same virtual space together. The objects can represent any number of 
things, especially if they can be defined arbitrarily by the programmer. Colored cubes that can be moved 
around in space are a simple example. The initial dimensions, colors, position, and rotation of each cube 
is transmitted to all the users. Participants can then modify these characteristics while the changes are 
sent out automatically as updates to everyone else. Thus, all users see the same configuration of the 
objects as the changes occur. 
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Network Abstraction 
Building upon the requirement of user-defined shared objects, we add a high-level masking of the 
network software interface to the list of requirements. That is, a conceptual layering must be in place 
such that the details of the network interface software are hidden. While the flexibility for allowing 
programmers to write some networking code in their applications can be a benefit, there should be no 
requirement that application developers know anything at all about the networking component of the 
collaboration software. They should not have to think about a specific operating system's implementa-
tion of a network protocol suite nor should they have to take network design or site configuration into 
serious consideration when writing their applications. 
Hiding the networking from the programmer is the first step toward improved collaborative appli-
cation design. Computer networking is a complex subject, and if the software shields someone new 
to the area of shared VR from those details, that person can spend time focusing on the applications 
rather than getting educated on network design and protocol implementation. The goal is then simply 
to make the programmer's job easier. 
Ownership Management 
With shared objects, user interaction with those objects must be managed to ensure consistency and 
proper behavior. Interaction management defines the rules stating how users may manipulate shared 
objects. While it is easy to assume that all users will work together politely on a small scale, this is 
impractical for large-scale shared worlds with thousands of simultaneous users. 
Managing who can change the state of which objects, how many objects a user can manipulate at one 
time, and how many users can interact with a single object at once helps prevent chaos and inconsistency 
among sites. For example, if the interaction rules define that exactly one user can interact with a given 
object at any time, this must be guaranteed at all sites so that when a user is changing the state of 
the object, all users see those changes. If another user tries to grab the object away, the interaction 
manager's rules prevent this, and all sites continue to see that the original owner is updating the object's 
state. 
An easy way to control manipulation of an object is to give ownership of that object to the user 
who is interacting with it. Once ownership is gained, that user may manipulate the object based on 
its defined interaction methods. Before anyone else can change the object's state, control must be 
released by the owner and transferred to the second user. All of this requires some form of control 
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arbitration. For more complex interactions, the management system would have to have additional 
logic. For example, if two users want to manipulate an object simultaneously, the system needs to 
enforce rules about constraints on how the object can be changed. It would not make sense for a pencil 
to get infinitely long as two participants walk away from each other, and it is up to the interaction 
manager to prevent such occurrences. An implementation of a complex, realistic interaction manager 
is an open research topic. 
Efficient Network Communication 
Efficiency in network communication is difficult to define in a general sense. Variables in system 
requirements and network capabilities change the goals of efficient communication. For the purposes 
of shared VR, the goal of such communication should maximize consistency among the shared objects 
(that may be updated frequently by a site) at all the nodes in a collaborative session while minimizing 
the network traffic. This balancing is known as the Consistency-Throughput Tradeofj, defined as: 
"It is impossible to allow dynamic shared state to change frequently and guarantee that all 
hosts simultaneously access identical versions of that state." [30] 
Rephrased in terms of network use, it states: 
"Available network bandwidth must be allocated between messages for updating the dynamic 
shared state and messages for maintaining a consistent view of that dynamic shared state 
among participants in the net-VE." [30] 
We are therefore concerned with providing all participants with object updates frequently enough to 
ensure that they see nearly the same thing without overloading the network with those updates and 
without spending too much time ensuring consistency. 
Besides world state concerns, rendering computer graphics fast enough for use in VR imposes require-
ments on how well the system must perform in order to give the environment a sense of believability. 
When computer networks are introduced into VR, their inherent limitations can affect how realistic 
the world appears to viewers. Problems such as data loss and slow transmission of information across 
the network can decrease the responsiveness of the interaction and the smooth rendering of shared ob-
jects. Network congestion due to large amounts of data, whether it be a flood of data or a series of large 
blocks, can further affect the virtual space. Thus, using the network efficiently and intelligently becomes 
a major factor in maintaining the immersiveness between the standalone and the shared settings. 
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Dead Reckoning 
One well-known method for efficient network use is dead reckoning [30). Dead reckoning helps 
reduce the number of state update messages for shared objects by using interpolation techniques called 
prediction and convergence to smooth the motion of an object between discrete updates. Effective 
algorithms can allow an increase in time between updates thus reducing the amount of network traffic 
related to a single object. 
The prediction component of dead reckoning computes an estimation of an object's future behavior 
based on recent behavior. Prediction algorithms typically use derivative polynomials to estimate future 
positions [30]. These polynomials are constructed using first, second, and third derivatives of an object's 
current position. Details about such methods are described in great detail in [30). An extension to 
general prediction is per-object prediction wherein characteristics of the objects are considered when 
making predictions about their behavior. Such characteristics include capabilities of the object and 
what specific action the object is performing currently. While adding per-object predictions requires 
individual dead reckoning algorithms for all shared object types, the end result is improved accuracy. 
Together, the prediction and convergence algorithms can improve the performance of the network 
communication and the performance of the application. Thus, dead reckoning helps bring the col-
laboration software closer to using the network efficiently which in turn helps to satisfy the previous 
requirement. It also reduces or even prevents "jumpiness" in object behavior between updates. 
Area of Interest Management 
Area-of-interest management (AIM) is a technique for limiting the amount of information any one 
user receives when part of a collaborative session. For example, a user in a room with a single closed 
door does not need to know about what is happening in the hallway. When the door is opened and 
the user moves out into the hallway, that information is now important. Should the user then close the 
door to the room and stay in the hall, updates about changes in the room are no longer of interest. The 
result is that the user's host computer only has to process information for objects within a well-defined 
proximity with the ultimate goal being minimization of hosts receiving specific messages. Doing so 
leads to reduced bandwidth requirements. 
Types of AIM vary, but all implement or approximate the aura-nimbus information model [14]. In 
this model, an object's aura is its sphere of influence on the surrounding space. The aura restricts 
which destination objects may receive information about it based on a set of characteristics that may 
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include such intuitive concepts as position in space. Each object also defines a nimbus that states which 
external information sources are of interest to it. The nimbus is defined using a set of characteristics 
similar to or equal to that used for the aura. It has been seen, however, that a full implementation of 
the aura-nimbus model does not scale well to large numbers of shared objects and users [30]. 
One approximation method uses the idea of "portals" between areas where the areas can be defined 
by boundaries such as doorways with no information passing between those boundaries. Each of the 
areas is managed by some sort of server that knows which users are within its scope acting as clients. 
Users can cross the boundaries at will leaving behind the old area and entering a new one. Some sort 
of extra information must be relayed when a user is close enough to a portal to see into the next area. 
To expand on this concept, area-of-interest filtering with subscription managers can be used. 
World State Management 
World state management is defined as keeping a persistent record of the updates made to the shared 
objects of a virtual world. In other words, some log containing interactions with and updates to the 
shared objects is made and retained. The key to world state management is the persistent data. The 
record keeping implementation is dependent upon how much information needs to be transmitted to a 
new user joining an active collaborative session. For example, new users could receive an instantaneous 
description of the environment at the moment they join, or they could receive updates similar to database 
transactions thus giving them some history about what has gone on before they joined. Making sure 
that new users have a consistent, up-to-date representation of the virtual world is the important aspect. 
In some cases, a shared environment may need to be accessible by widely separated users. This 
separation can be due to geography and due to time constraints. Both geography and time zones play a 
role when physically separated people can join a session. For this reason, it becomes necessary to store 
the state of the world at any given time so that the the environment can be accessed at all hours of 
the day. On a smaller scope, a single user may alter the world in some way, and users who join shortly 
thereafter must get the current world state rather than the out-dated, invalid initial state. Thus, the 
notion of data persistence can be introduced into the collaboration software design to overcome these 
issues. 
As in the case of interaction management, extra overhead is required to maintain the world state 
and get the information to new users. With an implementation of AIM, each area could, for example, be 
stored in a separate database. In so doing, the world state overhead is distributed across the individual 
areas thus reducing the work required of any single site. 
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Support for Heterogeneous VR Hardware Systems 
Two VR hardware systems are considered heterogeneous if they have at least one significant difference 
in how humans interact with them. As a growing field, the VR community has access to a wide 
variety of tools for doing VR work. Technological developments improve, extend, and increase the 
availability of these tools frequently. As a result, any two given VR hardware systems often use different 
interaction techniques or different display methods. For example, visualization and interaction using 
an HMD are inherently different than when using a projection-based system. As another example, two 
comparable visualization systems may have different input devices. To accommodate these differences, 
the underlying VR system software must be flexible and extensible, but the collaborative software must 
also have the flexibility to compensate for such differences at individual sites. 
If the collaboration software is not tied to any specific VR hardware system type or interaction 
device, no hard restrictions need to be placed on who can collaborate. Part of avoiding such restrictions 
lies in the application and the assumptions made by the designer. For example, assuming that all VR 
hardware systems where the application will be run use large-screen projection systems can quickly force 
the use of exactly that type. The other part of avoiding such restrictions lies within the VR software 
system and the shared VR software. If they can adapt to differences between two VR hardware systems 
automatically, the collaboration will be enhanced. Thus, there exists the potential for adapting an 
application to a given hardware system at run time, but such a topic is beyond the scope of this text. 
Support for Heterogeneous Computing Environments 
Heterogeneous computing environments are those that are made up of computers from different 
vendors possibly using different hardware architectures and different operating systems. Beneath the 
visuals and the interaction of a VR system lies the computing hardware driving the system. This 
hardware can vary drastically depending on site requirements, available funds, current technology stan-
dards, and the date of purchase. Differences in operating systems are relatively easy to overcome in 
software design, and the choice of a vendor-independent network protocol suite such as TCP /IP simpli-
fies connections between different platforms. Different hardware from different vendors, however, may 
use incompatible internal data representations. While some basic data types such as integers are easy 
to transmit between hosts, arbitrary objects represent a much greater challenge. To improve flexibility, 
the communication software cannot tie itself to one data representation method but instead must be 
able to share data among all hosts equally. 
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Assuming the use of arbitrary, programmer-defined shared objects in the collaboration software, 
there must be some method for converting the outgoing object into a platform-independent representa-
tion and then converting it to the appropriate platform-specific representation at the destination. These 
steps are called data marshalling and unmarshalling respectively, or in a programming language such 
as Java, object serialization and de-serialization. The underlying implementation for such features is 
difficult but well worth the results when programmers can transparently and efficiently communicate 
data between different nodes on the network. 
User Representations 
When working on a collaborative project in the real world, part of the collaboration is the ability to 
communicate with and perceive the people sharing the efforts of the task. Perception of and interaction 
with users in the virtual space is just as important. Virtual representations of human beings or automata 
in the environment are called avatars. Each user in a CVE can have a (potentially unique) avatar that 
visually describes the user's position and orientation in space. Furthermore, articulated avatars that 
can mimic movement of arms, legs, hands, etc. provide extra visual information to other participants 
about what the represented user is doing. 
Facilities for providing users with virtual representations are therefore another key component of 
the shared VR software. While it is not necessarily the case that every autonomous participant of 
a collaborative session must have an avatar, in general, it should be expected that human users will 
almost always have or want a virtual representation of themselves. There are situations where this may 
not be the case, and it should be left up to the user to decide whether there should be a representation 
and what that representation should be. Thus, there must exist some flexibility in avatar design and 
avatar use within the virtual environment. 
In terms of when the representation choice is made, allowing a participant to select his or her 
avatar when the user joins a session offers good flexibility without allowing possible security issues 
involved with participants changing their avatars at will. If the collaborative software allows user-
defined avatars, choosing the representation without modification to the application provides end users 
with the flexibility to write and debug their own avatars in real collaborative sessions. In addition, if a 
user-specified avatar model can be loaded, the potential exists for people to get "off-the-shelf' avatars 
based on their personal preferences. 
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CHAPTER 4 EXISTING SHARED VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEMS 
Before the full Octopus implementation was fully underway, existing shared VR systems were re-
searched and evaluated. These steps were taken to assess the features and drawbacks of existing systems 
and to compare those technologies with our own needs. The most well-known and influential systems are 
discussed here. Many of these implementations provided ideas and inspirations for features in Octopus 
which are introduced in the next chapter. 
Distributed Interactive Simulation 
The Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) network software architecture was developed by the 
United States Department of Defense (DoD) for use in military applications in 1989. Since then, it has 
become an IEEE standard, IEEE 1278 (15]. DIS uses a "protocol data unit" (PDU) for communication 
between sites. Considerable effort has been put into making DIS a very powerful tool. It includes 
nine dead reckoning algorithms for movement of objects (''nodes" in DIS terminology) in the scene, and 
heterogeneous communication is built into the system. 
Description 
DIS evolved out of the SIMNET protocol, a seven-year project originally developed for DARPA. The 
goal of DIS was to generalize and extend the poorly documented proprietary SIMNET protocol (27]. The 
DoD wanted to offer an open, formally documented protocol usable on heterogeneous systems with the 
hope that allowing more variety in the computing environment would lead to larger simulations. With 
the capability for heterogeneous systems to participate in a simulation, the environment can include 
players driven by a person sitting at some type of computer console, players driven autonomously by a 
computer, or even players representing actual weapons systems. 
The foundation of DIS is the PDU, and IEEE 1278 defines twenty-seven types of PD Us. Only four 
PDU types (entity state, fire, detonation, and collision) are used to interact with the virtual space, 
and most DIS-compliant systems implement only those four and ignore the rest [30]. A given vehicle's 
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node has the responsibility for issuing the PDUs. The entity state PDU must be issued to indicate 
changes in position, orientation, and velocity; the fire PDU must be issued when a weapon has fired; 
the detonation PDU must be issued to tell that a fired munition has exploded or that the vehicle has 
been destroyed; and the collision PDU indicates that the vehicle is colliding with another object. Note 
that each node is responsible for telling other nodes of its death. Finally, if no entity state PDU has 
been issued for five seconds, a "heartbeat" entity state PDU is issued to remind all the other nodes that 
the issuing node is still alive. 
DIS uses UDP for sending PDUs between nodes which can lead to lost packets. This can lead to 
problems if, for example, a node does not receive a detonation update that would have destroyed it. 
While the firing node thinks that the other is dead, the ''undead" node thinks it is still alive and can 
fire back at its would-be destroyer. The DIS specification says nothing about how such conflicts should 
be resolved. 
Strengths 
As a standardized protocol, DIS is particularly interesting. DIS can be implemented as part of 
other shared VR systems as the communication layer. Most other systems described below are fully 
standalone and use internal communication protocols that are not meant to be used elsewhere. 
Limitations 
Several problems exist with DIS. First, the PDU packet size is relatively large, although it has been 
hypothesized that the size could be reduced by 80% [7)[8]. Second, while one of the DIS design goals is 
supporting a large number of users, the number of participants is intended to be no more than three to 
five hundred. For larger engagements, system designers have had to modify the DIS network software 
architecture which can lead to solutions that do not generalize well. Finally, because it was developed 
for military use, DIS in general is geared toward simulations involving vehicles and battlefields. The 
nodes in the scene are usually vehicles of different types, and trying to generalize the concept away from 
vehicles can be difficult. The standard does not provide any way for defining new information types, 
but it does provide a general data PDU as a limited way to extend the information content. 
High Level Architecture 
The High Level Architecture (HLA) is a software architecture standard defined by the United States 
DoD as a successor to DIS. The primary purpose of the HLA is the construction of simulations using 
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components [ll]. The standard has three parts: HLA rules, Object Model Template (OMT), and 
interface specification. 
Description 
The HLA supports the development of component-based simulations and tools where each compo-
nent is called a "federate". Multiple components together in a single simulation form a "federation". In 
addition to the components, the federations have a supporting layer called the Runtime Infrastructure 
(RTI), and they use a common object model called the Federation Object Model (FOM) to exchange 
data between the components. The federates make up the element of software reuse within the HLA, but 
they are more complex than simple objects or class libraries. Instead, federates are complete running 
programs, and they communicate with the other federates in a federation through the RTL 
At its most basic level, the HLA is an architecture that supports combining simulation components 
into a larger simulation. In the realm of CVEs, its support for simulations that are spread across multiple 
computers is simply another component written as part of the RTI layer. The use of components was 
motivated by several factors including the belief that monolithic simulations could not adapt well to 
changes in technology and user needs. The structure of the components and the communication between 
them is part of the interface specification aspect of the HLA standard. 
The HLA standard also defines rules for the design goals of and constraints placed on federates and 
federations. These rules summarize the intended use of the HLA. There are ten rules, five for federates 
and five for federations, described in detail in [ll]. 
The last part of the HLA standard is the OMT. It defines the structure of all Federation Object 
Models using two main components: objects and interactions. The objects are simulated entities 
handled by the RTI that may be shared between two or more federates and may be persistent in the 
simulation. Interactions are events in the simulation that may be important to two or more federates. 
The FOM is used only for shared communication between federates. Federation designers can create 
their own object models without changing the RTI due to the architecture's flexible design. 
Strengths 
As a component-based system, the HLA offers good flexibility in defining federations and in extend-
ing the behavior in the future. DIS suffered from a lack of well-defined paths for extending its features, 
and the HLA's design overcomes that problem. This flexibility also allows more generalized use than 
DIS. 
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Limitations 
Implementations of the HLA standard are not widely available as of this writing. This is in part 
due to the complexity of the standard and due to the time required for a standard to be finalized and 
accepted. 
NPSNET 
The NPSNET Research Group is one of the longest continuing academic research efforts in networked 
virtual environments [6]. Work done by the group is intended to be used by the United States DoD. Its 
history dates back to the fall of 1986, and development has continued ever since. Originally, NPSNET-1 
was developed to be used on local area networks only. NPSNET-IV is IRIX@-specific, and it is built on 
top of the DIS protocol and IP multicast for use on wide area networks. The latest version is NPSNET-
V. NPSNET-V uses the virtual reality transport protocol (vrtp) [5] and HLA for communication, and 
it is written in Java for portability and ease of use. 
Description 
Since 1986, the Naval Postgraduate School's NPSNET Research Group has been developing collab-
orative VR software systems. The first version of the NPSNET software, NPSNET-1, was written in 
1990 to read SIMNET terrain databases, and it was designed only for use on local area networks. It 
had no dead reckoning algorithms and flooded the network with packets at frame rate. NPSNET-2 
and NPSNET-3 were developed by separate teams within the NPSNET Research Group and were both 
aimed at finding better methods for rendering and at loading larger SIMNET terrain databases. 
When the first version of the Performer™ API was released by SGI™ in 1993, NPSNET-IV 
was quickly written as a replacement for NPSNET-3. NPSNET-IV is not, however, a redesigned 
system and differs from NPSNET-3 mainly in its use of Performer™. It was compliant with the DIS 
protocol standard, it had dead reckoning, and it included spatial sound. Participants in an NPSNET-
IV environment can be fully articulated humans, nearly any type of military air or ground vehicle, 
or any type of seagoing vessel. Finally, NPSNET-IV was the first Internet-capable collaborative VR 
system because its use of multicast allows play on the Internet multicast backbone. Development on 
NPSNET-IV continued until December 1996. 
NPSNET-V is the latest version of the software. It is written in Java, and it uses vrtp and HLA 
for communication. Graphics are rendered using OpenGL or Java3D, a cross-platform OpenGL-based 
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graphics API written in Java. The project's goals include dynamic simulation component loading, 
dynamic object behavior modification, and dynamic protocol modification [6]. Application components 
can be loaded at run time from the local storage or over the network using features built into Java. The 
replacement of an old component with a newer version at run time allows applications to be updated 
dynamically without shutting down the virtual environment. Among the goals for dynamic application 
updating is protocol modification. An example of this would be updating the low-level networking 
components so that the network can be reconfigured based on changing needs. 
To achieve dynamic behavior, Bamboo (discussed below) was evaluated initially. While it offers the 
capabilities of cross-platform support and dynamic loading and unloading of code, students at the Naval 
Postgraduate School spent months learning how to use Bamboo before they could begin programming. 
To speed up the learning process, Java was chosen instead of C++ and Bamboo. Java is easier to 
learn, and it offers all the features of Bamboo except for multiple language support. In addition, Java 
applications, which typically execute in a virtual machine, run much slower than natively compiled 
applications. 
Strengths 
The NPSNET designers have a long background in shared VR system design and innovation. In 
particular, their innovations have influenced the state of the art. 
Limitations 
Until NPSNET-V, the implementations were used for loading SIMNET terrain databases which 
limited their flexibility. NPSNET-IV was a big improvement over previous versions with new features 
such as multicast support and spatial sound, but it was tightly coupled with Performer™. NPSNET-V 
is a much more portable software system because it is written in the Java programming language, but 
the use of Java may introduce performance problems not seen in previous versions. While the developers 
claim that the performance of Java in NPSNET-V is "perfectly adequate to date" (6], the long-term 
results of their design choices remain to be seen. 
CAVERNsoft Gl 
CAVERNsoft Gl is the combination of a networking library and a database library used for de-
veloping CVEs quickly on the SGI™ IRIX@ platform. Applications use "brokers" for sharing data 
over the network through a client/server model. The goal is that developers can use CAVERNsoft to 
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"share information between applications with very little coding" [18). The intended use of CAVERNsoft 
is in collaborative VR applications that run on high-speed networks and that require data-intensive 
computing. 
Description 
At the center of all CAVERN soft applications is an Information Request Broker (IRB), a standalone 
store of persistent data that saves received information from other remote IRBs. The combination of a 
networking library and a database library is apparent in the IRB as the persistent data is maintained 
in a database accessed by users through some networking interface. "The goal is to develop a hybrid 
system that combines a distributed shared memory model with distributed database technology and 
real-time networking technology under a unified interface" [18). 
CAVERNsoft uses a client/server model for managing collaboration though there is little distinction 
between clients and servers. Both use an IRB interface (IRBi) that gives access to a personal IRB. 
The IRB and IRBi are individual threads sharing the same address space providing a tight coupling 
between the two. Through its IRB, a client can dynamically connect with IRBs owned by other clients 
or servers. It is up to the IRB to arrange the networking and database services requested of it. As part 
of the ultimate goal of CAVERN soft, this capability will eventually allow developers to build arbitrary 
topologies for their collaborative sessions. 
The IRBi provides the clients with "keys", unique identifiers of storage locations in the IRB database. 
They are unique to all IRBs in the session, not just to a single client who holds one. A characteristic 
of these identifiers is that they use a hierarchical arrangement very similar to a directory structure 
for organizing themselves. Users explicitly request that a given local key become shared information 
through a remote IRB, and each local key is limited to making one such link. Local keys can accept 
any number of remote links from remote keys that wish to receive the shared data. The IRB hides all 
of the incoming links from the user because there is no need for user interaction in the data sharing 
once a key gets registered with a remote IRB. 
A unique feature of CAVERNsoft is that users may request what type of network connection they 
wish to make with remote IRBs. They are given the option of TCP, UDP, or IP multicast. IP multicast 
presents an exception to the behavior of the keys used in CAVERNsoft. Key names must be the same 
between clients linked on a multicast channel, but for unicast communications made over TCP or UDP, 
key names can be different. On top of the connection type, users will be able to request the quality of 
service of the connections though this is not implemented yet. A user states the desired bandwidth and 
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the acceptable network latency and jitter, and the remote IRB attempts to comply. If it cannot meet 
the client's requirements, the client may request lower quality of service any time. 
After making requests for the connection between the remote IRBs, clients may specify how local 
and remote keys are updated through the links set up between them. They may choose either passive 
updates or active updates. Passive updates occur only when the subscriber requests to get an update 
and are usually used for downloading large amounts of three-dimensional model data. Active updates 
are used for small amounts of information propagated every time the value is changed. Comparisons of 
timestamps on data packets are used with passive updates to avoid repeatedly downloading the same 
information. Synchronization behavior between keys may also be requested by the client. Initially, this 
is used for automatically updating old keys with new information based on timestamps. Of course, 
explicit updates may be requested by either the local or the remote key. After the initial setup, later 
updates may happen using the same options. 
Finally, a powerful feature of CAVERN soft is its persistent database. When created, keys may choose 
to be persistent or transient with the persistent keys being stored in the database so that they may be 
retrieved later. Locks may be placed on either type of key by clients using a non-blocking mechanism. 
To obtain a lock, the IRB must perform operations on the network that cannot be guaranteed to 
complete in real time and thus cannot be allowed to block. In order to circumvent this, a callback is 
given with the lock request, and this callback is invoked as soon as information relating to the lock is 
available. This method is used for all cases where some event may occur at a point in the future for 
which the user cannot afford to wait. 
Strengths 
Unlike the DIS and HLA protocols, CAVERNsoft is a shared VR system implementation. What 
makes it unique from the other implementations discussed below is its independence from the rendering 
software. CAVERN soft thus provides a fully implemented system that can be used in addition to a third-
party rendering package. The benefit of being an implementation instead of a protocol specification is 
that programmers can use it right away without being required to implement components or aspects of 
a protocol. 
Limitations 
The use of Performer™ ties CAVERN soft Gl to IRIX@. 
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CAVERNsoft G2 
CAVERNsoft Gl is now considered obsolete with the release of CAVERNsoft G2. The successor 
to CAVERNsoft Gl offers many new features as the developers work toward enabling data-intensive 
collaborative VR applications that use high-speed networks. Much of the monolithic nature of CAV-
ERNsoft Gl has been broken into modules that are easier to maintain and to port to other operating 
systems [26]. While Gl was IRIX@-specific, CAVERNsoft G2's low- and mid-level networking classes 
run on most popular operating systems including Linux and the Win32 family of platforms. 
Description 
CAVERNsoft G2 is a modular system of many components that can be combined to create a CVE 
software system. Its low-level modules are simple wrappers for TCP, UDP, and multicast sockets. The 
mid-level modules provide cross-platform networking classes offering features including the following: 
• Parallel socket TCP code for transferring individual pieces of very large files in parallel 
• Cross-platform data conversion code for handling communications between different types of com-
puters 
• Remote file I/0 classes for uploading and downloading files easily 
All network modules have embedded performance monitoring code that allow users to determine what 
impact their applications have on the computing and network resources. These low-level components 
can be used separately from the rest of the system as a lightweight, powerful networking toolkit. 
On top of the networking classes are higher level modules designed specifically for creating collab-
orative virtual environments [26]. Features provided by these modules include audio streaming and 
avatars. While the lower level modules are cross-platform, these modules are only available for IRIX@ 
because of their dependency on the CAVE@ library and on OpenGL Performer™. 
Finally, the basic network structure of a G2 session has migrated more toward a true client/server 
architecture with individual classes for use by clients and servers. This is very different from G 1 where 
clients and servers were indistinguishable. Communication between nodes can be done using a combi-
nation of TCP, UDP, and multicast which builds on previous success with user-specified communication 
reliability. 
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Strengths 
As with its predecessor, CAVERNsoft G2 is not necessarily tied to a specific rendering package. 
The avatars require both the CAVE® library and OpenGL Performer™, but the modular design 
prevents the entire system from requiring these tools. In addition, its modular system allows even 
greater flexibility in application design. Programmers can choose which modules they want to use as 
they construct their applications to improve efficiency and take advantage of code reuse. 
The low- and mid-level modules that provide the basis for the entire system are very portable. They 
were designed this way to make CAVERNsoft G2 quickly portable to new operating systems and so 
that they could be reused by other projects. The high-level modules that provide the more advanced 
features, however, are intended for use on SGI™ systems running IRIX@. 
Limitations 
While CAVERNsoft G2 is distributed under a license allowing access to the source code, its license 
is very restrictive. It may be used free of charge only for non-commercial, private purposes. Any other 
use is undefined, and this could lead to complications were CAVERNsoft G2 to be used for a funded 
project or for publicly available software. 
Virtual Life Network 
Virtual Life Network (VLNET) is a CVE system using a client/server model. The server uses 
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to distribute database information to clients and to manage 
sessions. VLNET distributes worlds in its proprietary file format or as Virtual Reality Markup Language 
(VRML) 1.0 files. Once a client has the world information, they connect to a VLNET World Server to 
begin interaction with other clients. Clients are designed using modules that allow for good performance 
and easy addition to or replacement of pieces. 
Description 
The VLNET World Server is a combination of a standard HTTP server and a VLNET Connection 
Server. Clients fetch world databases from the HTTP server with a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), 
and the hostname in the URL is then used to connect to the Connection Server. The Connection Server 
is responsible for telling the client the port address of the World Server instance for the downloaded 
world. 
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When initiating a connection, the client can provide information telling the World Server how to 
represent that user's avatar. Once this is done, a new client must get the user avatar data for all 
other users currently in the world. After all connections and information passing are complete, all 
communication is done through the World Server rather than directly between clients. 
The VLNET client architecture is highly modular and very flexible. It is an open architecture that 
allows programmers to access the system core so that they may modify or extend the system using 
custom modules known as drivers in the VLNET architecture description (25]. All this is accomplished 
through a set of well-defined interfaces designed for this purpose. By using the interfaces (or more 
appropriately, the VLNET client API), modules can be plugged in to the system automatically. Besides 
user-defined modules, the core of the clients is made up of four processes communicating through shared 
memory that perform the basic functions needed by CVE applications. They are the Main Process, the 
Cull and Draw Processes, the Communication Process, and the Database Process. 
The Main Process has within it four "engines" each assigned a specific task and an interface for 
external modules. The first is the Object Behavior Engine whose job is to manage predefined object 
behavior such as rotation. Users can define their own behavior through this engine's interface. Next is 
the Navigation and Object Manipulation Engine that handles simple user input such as movement of 
objects in space. Drivers for several devices already exist, and the interface to this engine allows users 
to add device drivers of their own. The third engine is the Body Representation Engine that manages 
deformation of avatar bodies in the scene. A simple driver for the body's posture is provided with the 
engine, and users can use this engine's interface to provide new postures for the avatars. Finally, the 
Facial Representation Engine allows the faces of the avatars to change expressions. 
The Cull and Draw Processes are SGI™ OpenGL Performer™ processes that do culling and 
drawing. It is this use of Performer™ that restricts VLNET to running only on SGI™ hardware. No 
mention has been made regarding the use of a more cross-platform implementation. 
Finally, the Database Process handles loading objects and user representations off-line. Its functions 
are simple and are important for properly sharing avatar information and objects between clients. 
Strengths 
The most powerful feature of VLNET is its user-programmable modules or drivers. They give users 
access to all the complex aspects of VLNET through simple and flexible APis. The APis allow users 
to share information with the whole library using its shared memory. As mentioned earlier, these 
drivers give the users the ability to add support for all sorts of devices; to control body movement 
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and posture of avatars; to define and control facial expressions of avatars; to control the objects in the 
virtual environment; and to add virtual agents to the world that have some degree of intelligence. A 
convenient aspect of the drivers is that they can run on the local machine or on a remote host via 
a networking interface hidden from the user. Normally, drivers control only one engine in the Main 
Process, but the ability to control multiple engines with a single driver is built into VLNET. 
VLNET offers powerful avatar support. The VLNET developers are considered experts in avatars. 
Their experience and background provided the avatar system model for the COVEN Project described 
below. 
Limitations 
The client/server architecture of VLNET presents two significant problems. First, combining the 
World Server and the Connection Server on the same host limits the scalability. If a large number of 
clients are downloading world databases, the bandwidth for the server could be saturated quickly. Once 
those clients have the appropriate world databases, that same host has to manage all communication 
among the clients. For a large number of clients, this could lead to considerable processing at the 
server even if all clients are collaborating in the same world. As the amount of work done to process 
all communication in the world increases, the latency seen by the clients also increases. The second 
problem with the single server design in VLNET is its single point of failure. If the server crashes, all 
communication stops. 
VLNET is tightly coupled with the Performer™ software. Everything rendered in a VLNET session 
is part of a Performer™ scenegraph, and the Cull and Draw Processes are Performer™ processes. Thus 
the applications have reduced portability to other platforms. 
Finally, VLNET has no distinct separation between the rendering software and the collaboration 
software. This is seen as a limitation because applications are required to use VLNET for their entire 
application. Greater flexibility is offered when the shared VR software is separated from the rendering 
software. A programmer who already knows how to write applications for one rendering system has 
less to learn if the shared VR software is an add-on component to applications. 
DOVRE 
DOVRE is a C++ framework developed to allow distributed virtual reality applications to run 
on low-end computer hardware. It is intended for use on ATM networks of personal computers run-
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ning Microsoft@ Windows@, though it does support both IRIX@ and Linux through an abstracted 
operating system interface. 
Description 
DOVRE is tightly integrated with the ATM network medium and the TCP /IP protocol according to 
its design goals. This makes it a connection-oriented package and prohibits using UDP, a connectionless 
protocol. DOVRE uses a client/server model, but there are plans to use multicast over ATM should 
that become possible. Since the actual networking code is hidden from the users, such a change could 
be made without affecting user-level code. 
Active objects are used throughout DOVRE because they were seen as the most powerful and flexible 
means for implementing virtual agents and other parts of worlds requiring some degree of automation. 
Active objects are different from so-called passive objects in that they do not need manipulation from 
some higher level in the code hierarchy. These objects have their own state and their own behavior 
usually implemented using internal threads. 
Portability to other operating systems is facilitated by an internal abstraction of the operating 
system interface specific to DOVRE. It does not use an external package such as ACE [29] to achieve 
this. The rendering engine is abstracted as well, but currently only OpenGL and RenderWare are 
supported. Abstracting the rendering engine allows other implementations to be added while retaining 
portability. A feature of DOVRE not mentioned by other packages is internal sound support on all 
platforms. 
Worlds in DOVRE are partitioned into "domains" that are built out of primitive objects and contain-
ers. The worlds follow a strict hierarchical model used throughout DOVRE's internal implementation. 
Each domain may be connected by gateways called portals with each client and server having at least 
one domain. Objects within these worlds are either "real" or ''virtual". Real objects are those made 
by the owner of the domain and may receive messages and act on those messages. Virtual objects are 
mirrors of real objects and are imported from other shared domains. They may accept requests but 
cannot act on them. Instead, they are passed to the real object they mirror, and if the real object 
chooses to act on the message, it will propagate back. These objects are arranged in hierarchies that 
are exchanged with other clients when connections are formed. 
When two clients do connect, the first step is to exchange portals between the clients. If any 
connections between portals can be made, hierarchies within those portals are exchanged. Once all of 
the exchanges are complete, all clients have local copies of the data imported from the other users in 
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the session. Any updates made to real objects are propagated to the virtual objects held by the other 
users to ensure the integrity of all objects in the virtual environment. 
All updates are made with messages sent through the DOVRE message system or directly to the 
objects if speed is crucial. Objects receiving messages may act on them or ignore them. These messages 
will not change the internal state of the object, but this capability is restricted to commands. Commands 
are issued by real objects when the internal state must be updated, and they are sent out to all virtual 
objects so that they are similarly updated. 
Future work on DOVRE may include support for MPEG-4 to enable audio and video streams to 
distribute objects to other hosts, quality of service management for the streams and the use of Java for 
virtual agents. With the final draft of the MPEG-4 standard having been approved in March 1998, it 
is not clear if the proposed work has begun or not. 
Strengths 
DOVRE's main strength is its portability. For example, the abstracted rendering engine allows a 
new implementation to be added that may be needed for a specific platform. Furthermore, its use of 
an operating system abstraction layer facilitates porting to other operating systems in the future. 
Limitations 
DOVRE requires an ATM network, and many users may not have access to such an infrastructure. 
By choosing to restrict the type of network hardware to one medium, the DOVRE designers had to 
sacrifice widespread, generalized use in favor of network reliability and performance. 
DIVE 
DIVE is best described as a protocol used to view and interact with virtual worlds making it different 
from other CVE packages. Users write Tcl/Tk scripts known as DIVE/Tel scripts to create DIVE virtual 
worlds connected to each other using IP multicast. Users whose networks do not support multicast can 
join in with active sessions running on multicast-enabled networks through a proxy server provided with 
DIVE. 
Description 
Rather than using a central server, DIVE uses a peer-to-peer communication approach over IP 
multicast. In such an implementation, all nodes on the network are considered equals. The idea is 
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that of networked shared memory between users with each user being able to manipulate that shared 
memory. Without a central server, all shared data must be replicated for each user. To simplify sharing, 
data is fully replicated rather than approximated or linked. Each replica is then kept up to date through 
continuous active updates over reliable multicast. Multicast is used so that all users get the updates in 
the same sequence. 
Multiple active sessions can be running at once on a network. A process called the "diveserver" keeps 
track of the worlds and their multicast group addresses. When a new user joins, he or she specifies 
which world to join, and the diveserver returns the multicast group identifier. 
The ''proxyserver" is an application that allows users whose computers do not support multicast to 
join the sessions. It provides an interface to which non-multicast networked computers can directly 
connect and become part of the multicast session. It does this by acting as though it were another user 
in the multicast group and then forwards messages from the participants on the non-multicast networks. 
Strengths 
Because DIVE is written in Tel, it can be downloaded and run anywhere that the Tel interpreter 
is available. As an interpreted language, however, Tel does not offer the performance of compiled 
programming languages. 
Limitations 
DIVE does not offer an immersive experience. Instead, it acts more as a desktop VR system. 
Bamboo 
Bamboo is an advanced, cross-platform software module system that gives users the ability to develop 
real-time VR applications. The key feature of Bamboo is its dynamic configurability allowing the system 
to configure itself at run time without the need for user interaction. Users of Bamboo applications can 
take advantage of this feature to find and connect to networked virtual worlds at run time thus making 
Bamboo a powerful tool for CVEs. 
Description 
Bamboo itself is an object-oriented system written in C++ employing the plug-in metaphor used 
by Adobe PhotoShop@ and Netscape@ Communicator. In Bamboo, plug-ins are called modules, and 
the metaphor is extended through Bamboo's addition of intermodule dependencies and security. When 
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a module is loaded, it checks only its immediate dependencies to see if they are in memory. If they are 
not, the dependencies are loaded, and the dependencies of those loaded modules are then checked. This 
process repeats until the tree of loaded modules and dependencies is complete. 
The modules themselves are packages containing many pieces where the crucial part of a module is 
the dynamically loadable library that can be loaded into and out of memory while the application is 
running. As a whole, modules are directory structures that can contain any information needed by the 
library including geometry, texture and sound data that used by the application through the library. 
Users then get the modules either from the local computer or from the Internet via HTTP. 
The core of Bamboo, its kernel, is very small and has only enough logic in it to load modules. The 
modules provide the real functionality of a Bamboo application. Thus, a given piece of software does 
not truly become a CVE application until environment-specific modules are loaded making it behave 
as such. Bamboo itself is made up of modules loaded by the kernel besides user-defined modules. 
The ability to load modules from the network brings up the issue of security. As of February 1999, 
a model for ensuring the integrity of a module has been designed but is not yet finished. This model is 
described here since it will eventually be part of Bamboo. A module is considered suspect until it can 
be verified to be safe for loading. To become a trusted module, Bamboo requires that each module be 
signed by a "trusted partner." A trusted partner is a known entity (usually the author or the author's 
company) who verifies the safety and integrity of the module. If no signature is found, it is left up to 
the user to decide to load the module, to add a signature, or to reject it. 
At the heart of Bamboo's dynamic configurability is an advanced callback mechanism. A callback 
handler class provides an interface by which callbacks add and remove themselves from the fl.ow of 
execution. Each callback can have callbacks within it executed sequentially when the parent callback 
is invoked. 
All of this conceptually sits above the Netscape Portable Runtime (NSPR) API developed as part of 
the Mozilla Project. NSPR provides an inherent cross-platform nature to Bamboo by hiding the details 
of the operating system interface. It offers threading, networking, synchronization, basic system calls 
through a consistent API across multiple platforms including UNIX variants and Win32. 
Strengths 
As a software system for designing component based systems, Bamboo is very powerful. As a system 
for shared VR, Bamboo does not offer many features. Its design is much more general than CVE systems 
implemented to date, but a Bamboo module could be written to offer the complex features of shared VR. 
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This module could be added on to existing Bamboo systems using Bamboo's built-in module discovery 
and addition facilities. 
Bamboo has module loaders for many different programming languages. Once the modules are 
loaded, they can all communicate as though they were written in the same language. This allows 
flexibility in implementing a large system using many different modules from different sources. 
Limitations 
The Bamboo interface has not yet been finalized. Active development on the interface and the 
implementation continue, but it has not reached a point of stabilization. Because of this, developers 
using Bamboo must be careful to track changes in the system that may affect the modules they have 
written. 
The COVEN Project 
The Collaborative Virtual Environments (COVEN) Project was an effort among various European 
institutions of the Advanced Communications Technologies and Services Programme. Its intent was 
to explore the design and technical requirements of CVEs over the course of four years beginning in 
October 1995 [22]. Twelve partners from academic, industrial, telecommunications, and government 
groups joined to bring their areas of expertise into the project. The timing of the project allowed the 
researchers to take advantage of dedicated ISDN and ATM networks within Europe. 
Description 
The COVEN Project sought to merge the background and previous experience of a wide range of 
groups all working on shared VR. The basic idea was to learn from each group's areas of expertise 
and to use this knowledge to advance the field of collaborative VR. The areas of expertise included 
networked VR, computer graphics, computer-supported cooperative work ( CSCW), human-computer 
interface (HCI), multimedia, telecommunications infrastructures, and human factors studies [23]. 
To facilitate application development and user testing throughout the lifetime of the project, the 
COVEN platform was divided into two parts. The first part was the development system based on 
DIVISION's dVS™ commercial VR software. This system was the final delivery platform for COVEN 
applications and was chosen because of its status as a VR product [23]. The second part was the research 
system used to develop prototype new ideas. It was based on the DIVE system described above. As 
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applications moved from the research stage to the development stage, a well-defined migration path was 
provided. This path was supported by common data formats and protocols used by both systems. 
The COVEN Project studied interaction between participants in CVEs. The focus of this research 
was on four main issues: embodiment, subjective viewing, speech communication, and navigation tech-
niques. The embodiment component involved creating complex avatars that were based upon accurate 
human forms and motion capabilities. Subjective viewing allowed each user to tailor the presentation of 
the virtual scene according to task requirements or personal preferences. Including speech communica-
tion allowed the researchers to study spoken interaction in addition to the interaction with the objects 
in the shared space. The researchers extended the concept, however, to include processing spoken ref-
erences to objects. Finally, navigation techniques were studied in the context of way finding within 
the virtual space. Interactive methods to avoid getting lost, to recover from getting lost, and to retain 
way-finding information between collaborative sessions were evaluated. The main technique used was 
three-dimensional map creation that allowed knowledge exchanges between participants. 
Finally, scalability of the CVE was another major research area in the COVEN Project. Two types 
of scalability were addressed: rendering large environments and managing communication between large 
numbers of users. To simplify the rendering tasks for large, complex environments, the standard level-
of-detail and culling techniques were implemented. Both the view volume and the occluded objects 
were included in the culling process. 
Strengths 
The COVEN Project produced a large amount of research on the topic of CVEs. This work was 
done by experts in the European VR community. Future efforts should consider the COVEN Project a 
primary source for information on the latest ideas and goals for CVEs. 
Limitations 
The COVEN Project does not offer a new implementation of a CVE system and instead uses DIVE 
and dVS™. DIVE has been discussed earlier, and dVS™ is a commercial system that has been 
discontinued. Neither offer an immersive VR experience. DIVISION Reality, now distributed by PTC, 
does support immersive VR systems, and it might provide an alternative visualization system to dVS™. 
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CHAPTER 5 ARCHITECTURE OF OCTOPUS 
Based on the investigations into the CVE systems described in the previous chapter, we felt that a 
new implementation was necessary. Some existing systems are designed for specialized purposes such as 
battle simulations. Others are tied to a single operating system or to a specific rendering system. Those 
that are tied to one rendering system often have that system built in and thus function as both the 
rendering software and the collaboration software. Separating the collaboration software into a distinct 
module provides application programmers with greater flexibility in their designs. 
To overcome these limitations, Octopus has the following main goals: 
• Communication between nodes of differing hardware architecture, software platform, and VR 
interface 
• Independence from the visualization software 
• High-speed, efficient network communication 
• Support for avatars using various graphics APis 
• Easy addition to existing non-collaborative applications 
The following sections explain the API concepts and the motivation behind that design, the communi-
cation mechanisms, the data sharing facilities, and the use of avatars. The detailed design description 
is in the following chapter. 
Software Library Structure 
Octopus is separated into three distinct pieces: the core library, the general avatar interface library, 
and the graphics API-specific avatar libraries (see Figure 5.1). The core library handles all networking 
and object management. The general avatar library provides the basic interface used by all avatar 
implementations. The graphics API-specific avatar libraries offer avatar implementations written or 
modeled using various graphics APis. All libraries use the object-oriented (00) programming paradigm. 
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Application 
Figure 5 .1 Octopus application layout 
As part of the effort to achieve the support for use in a heterogeneous computing environment, 
Octopus is written in the C++ programming language and uses a software abstraction to the operating 
system (see Figure 5.1). The abstraction layer offers such features include thread creation and man-
agement, synchronization primitives, file handling, memory management, and network communication 
primitives. Thus, no platform-specific system calls are made within Octopus that would tie it to a 
particular operating system. The actual abstraction layer used is also hidden from programmers so 
that it can change without requiring modifications to applications. 
An 00 design for Octopus offers benefits programmers. For example, the networking components 
of Octopus can be hidden behind abstracted interfaces. The details of the implementation are hidden 
from the application programmers so that they do not need to know about network programming. 00 
programming encourages code reuse through concepts such as inheritance. Octopus takes advantage of 
inheritance and code reuse in its shared object hierarchy discussed in detail later. Finally, use of the 00 
programming paradigm allows programmers to think in terms of their data instead of the algorithms 
that act on that data. Such thinking is especially beneficial to CVEs since the data being shared is the 
important aspect, not how it is shared. 
The 00 design of Octopus eases the task of adding collaboration to an existing application by 
providing a simple API and by hiding the implementation details. Shared objects in the environment 
are represented by actual objects in memory. Moreover, the notion of shared objects in Octopus is 
modeled around the 00 feature of inheritance wherein all such objects in the environment are derived 
from a general "Octopus object". Doing so provides a consistent base interface for all shared objects 
and allows Octopus to treat all shared objects the same way internally. 
In order to be added to an existing application, a natural requirement is that Octopus be fully 
independent of any rendering library such as VR Juggler [3] or CAVElib™ [10]. This goal has been 
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met by ensuring that Octopus' core does no rendering of its own and relies on some separate visualization 
package to provide a context for drawing the avatars and shared objects. Due to the separation of the 
libraries, the core Octopus library can be used with no avatars at all. Thus, many software tools have 
the potential to become collaborative, though Octopus best lends itself to immersive VR applications. 
Core Components 
Network Communication 
Octopus is designed for use in immersive VR applications, and thus network performance is the 
critical factor that needs to be addressed to preserve the sense of participation. To achieve is, time-
critical constraints must be placed on the collaboration software. The introduction of networking to an 
application, however, makes it difficult to guarantee real-time performance due to unforeseen delays, 
packet loss, and outages. Use of the network must therefore be optimized to come as close as possible 
to meeting the constraints of the application. 
Octopus is built on top of the TCP /IP protocol suite [9]. No assumptions or requirements are 
made about the underlying network architecture. It functions completely at the application layer. The 
combination of these three points allows Octopus to be portable to operating systems that implement 
the TCP /IP protocols and to be usable on many different network types. 
To achieve the best performance from the available network, Octopus uses UDP for transmitting 
packets between nodes. While there is less overhead associated with each message, packets are not 
guaranteed to reach their destination, and lost packets can lead to problems in communication between 
sites. When distinct sites become unsynchronized, the consistency of the interaction and of the shared 
world itself decreases. This raises the issue of the Consistency-Throughput Tradeoff described in Chapter 
3. We are therefore concerned with providing all participants with object updates frequently enough 
to ensure that they see nearly same thing without overloading the network with updates and without 
spending too much time ensuring consistency. Octopus works harder to provide frequent updates rather 
than absolute consistency. This is especially important if packets are lost, but care must be taken to 
avoid congesting the network and thus causing even more packet loss. Motion of objects whose updates 
are lost may appear "jerky" to observers, and filling in the missing pieces is an important area of 
development discussed in Chapter 9. 
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Shared Objects 
To meet the shared object requirement set forth in Chapter 3, Octopus provides application devel-
opers with the capability to define shared objects. The object structure can be defined entirely by the 
programmer provided that the objects can be subsumed to a basic type defined by Octopus. That is, 
the programmers simply define their object type to be a subclass of the basic Octopus shared object 
data type. 
Object sharing is handled internally by Octopus so that the underlying networking code is hidden 
from the programmers. Thus, the requirement of complete network abstraction is partially met by 
this interface. The shared object interface design allows data sharing in heterogeneous environments 
which, on the surface, fulfills another requirement. There still exists the need for an implementation of 
platform-independent object communication underneath the programmer interface, however. 
The specific problem of data sharing in heterogeneous computing environments has been addressed 
before in the more general context of distributed computing. The remote procedure call (RPC) protocol 
[32] handles data marshalling and unmarshalling between different types of nodes through its external 
data representation [33]. It is tempting to use this or a similar facility to solve the problem of heteroge-
neous communications. RPC, however, does not fit well into the 00 framework being used in Octopus 
because it uses the procedural programming paradigm. It also requires that developers understand and 
use the RPC Language to define the shared data types. Programmers must also implement client- and 
server-side handlers for all the passed data types they define which further complicates matters. 
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [24] from the Object Management 
Group and the Component Object Model (COM) [39] developed by Microsoft@, on the other hand, 
are designed for sharing language-independent objects between sites and thus might be better suited 
to Octopus' needs. Similar to RPC, these tools also require the implementation of client- and server-
side handlers. Because of their advanced features and higher level concepts, there is the possibility of 
extra overhead associated with both. Experimentation has shown that COREA can have high latency 
and that some server implemenations do not scale well [13]. The inherent client/server architecture of 
COREA and COM limits the design of the collaborative software, and the overhead makes it difficult 
to justify their use with VR. More attention is devoted to COREA in Chapter 8. 
Octopus' current architecture provides three important features for shared objects: static and dy-
namic addition of objects to the environment, simultaneous object interaction, and localization of object 
interaction computation to the owner's site. These features are discussed in more detail in the following 
paragraphs. 
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Shared objects can be added to the environment either statically or dynamically. For static addition, 
programmers predefine the objects in their application code and add them to the environment when 
the application starts. Dynamic addition, on the other hand, occurs once the application is running. 
In both cases, the static types of the objects must be known at compile time. While defining all shared 
objects statically at startup is easiest and often most convenient, the flexibility does exist for more 
advanced applications to handle new objects added at any time during execution. 
All shared objects, whether they are statically or dynamically defined, must be registered with 
Octopus. The application programmer interface provides a simple way to do this for each known shared 
object. Only the node that creates the object must register it. All other nodes are automatically 
updated once Octopus knows about the object. Registration is required so that Octopus knows which 
objects are shared among the participants. 
Object interaction is handled on a per-object basis. To manipulate an object, a user must request 
control of the object. Requests are mediated by exactly one site in the collaborative session acting 
as the interaction control server. This site must be chosen so that it is the only node acting as the 
control server, but any participating node can take on this responsibility. In other words, no special 
programming is required in the application other than informing Octopus that some instance of the 
application is acting as the control server. Should the user successfully gain control of the object in 
question, interactions with the object are sent to the other users in the environment automatically so 
that they see the updates being performed as they happen. The programmer must, however, inform 
Octopus when an object's state has changed by setting a flag so that Octopus knows when an update 
message must be sent out. While this has the benefit of sending data across the network only when 
necessary, it adds a potential place for programming errors. Automatically determining when an update 
must be sent is an active research area. 
Interaction computations are done only at the owner's site. Besides basic manipulation of shared 
objects, it is also possible for calculations, such as a complex simulation, to be performed on an object. 
Only the results of the calculation need to be broadcast to the other users thus saving computation 
cycles among the collaborating hosts. The calculations are done at the node currently holding ownership 
of the object thus allowing a high-speed site to handle the work while the other participants simply get 
state updates as they are made available. Octopus' shared object infrastructure provides this feature 
with no special coding on the developer's part. 
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General Avatar Interface 
Avatars are important to any type of virtual environment when working collaboratively. As represen-
tations of other remote users, avatars allow each person to see others who are sharing the environment. 
The shared environment itself provides a means for multiple participants to interact with the world 
simultaneously. In Chapter 9, further extensions to the avatar concepts are presented. 
Using the work and ideas of other CVE systems [18][25][26] as a basis, Octopus provides avatars 
and an easy-to-use framework for adding new user-defined avatars. An avatar in Octopus is treated 
as a special type of shared object that is owned by the user (or automaton) it represents. Unlike 
general shared objects, however, the ownership of avatars is never transferred because this is clearly 
counterintuitive. 
Programmers can construct their own avatars and incorporate them into the class hierarchy defined 
in Octopus' general avatar library. As long as the avatar implementation conforms to the interface 
set forth by Octopus, programmers and users are free to provide whatever representation they feel is 
appropriate. The actual avatar implementation is done in the graphics APl-specific library. 
Graphics API-Specific Avatars 
Building on the framework provided by the general avatar library, the rendered avatar implemen-
tations are done in the Octopus graphics APl-specific avatar libraries. It is here, and only here, that 
actual calls are made to third-party rendering libraries such as OpenGL and Performer™. When a 
developer wants to program his or her own avatar rather than use one of those provided, it is at this 
level in the class hierarchy that the new avatar is added. Thus the separation of graphics from the 
networking and general collaboration is finally realized. 
As mentioned previously, the motivation for separating Octopus in this manner is to prevent it from 
being tied to or even loosely coupled with the visualization software used to render the environment. 
Instead, we assume that some sort of context is provided to render whichever avatar implementation is 
used in a given application. Together, the separation and this assumption allow programmers to use 
avatars that are compatible with the graphics API used in their applications. 
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CHAPTER 6 DETAILED DESIGN OF OCTOPUS 
Building on the background given in the previous chapter, we now present the implementation of 
Octopus. We begin by describing the use of an operating system abstraction layer as the lowest level 
of the Octopus implementation. That is followed by a description of the two major components of 
Octopus: the Network Daemon and the Interaction Broker. Following that, the network-level protocols 
used by Octopus are described followed by an explanation of the communication protocol in place. Then 
the implementation of arbitrary shared objects is explained in detail. After that, the implementation 
of user avatars is presented. Finally, the chapter concludes with a full description of the interface used 
by programmers in writing Octopus-capable applications. 
Operating System Abstraction 
To facilitate portability of the Octopus source code, platform independence is achieved by using an 
operating system abstraction layer. The initial implementations of Octopus used the freely available 
ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (ACE) [29] as this abstraction layer. The use of ACE was 
motivated by the 00 design that fits well with Octopus' own use of the 00 programming paradigm. 
Continued work, however, has shown that something as complex as ACE is not necessary. For example, 
it offers features such as hardware device abstractions, high-resolution timers, and memory mapping to 
files. The latest Octopus code is built on top of the Netscape Portable Runtime (NSPR) API instead 
of ACE. 
NSPR is a cross-platform library of C functions offered freely as part of the Mozilla Project (20]. 
It is used as the internal abstraction layer for the Netscape@ Communicator and Mozilla World Wide 
Web browsers. NSPR provides many of the same features as ACE while being lighter weight because 
it is not as comprehensive in its services nor is it as complex in its implementation. The reduced set of 
services is not a drawback for Octopus, however, because NSPR offers all the necessary features such 
as sockets and threads. Conversion to NSPR was completely transparent at the application level which 
proves the statement made in Chapter 5 that this layer is fully hidden from the application programmer. 
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Core Component Structure 
This section presents the structure of Octopus' core components. The following subsections explain 
the parts of Figure 6.1 in detail. Briefly, Octopus uses a Network Daemon to read packets from the 
network. Those packets are passed into an instance of the class 0ctopusUpdateQueue that stores them 
for processing by the Interaction Broker. The Interaction Broker acts as a listener for Octopus update 
messages and as a listener for new objects (avatars in this case) appearing on the network. 
OctopusUpdatelistener 
update() 
: lnteractionBroker 
J pop() 
: OctopusUpdateQueue 
push() I 
OctopusObjectlistener 
newObjectMessage() 
'fl 
Figure 6.1 Octopus core component structure 
Throughout this chapter, the concept of listeners is used in reference to objects that know how to 
receive certain types of messages. Octopus uses an event-based system for delivering information to 
objects. Listeners implement a well-defined interface and register as interested parties in certain types 
of events. The events are delivered through the interface as they occur. 
Network Daemon 
The Network Daemon is in charge of handling all network communication during an Octopus col-
laborative session. As its name implies, it functions much the same way as a traditional UNIX daemon. 
That is, it runs "in the background" independently of the main thread of control [35]. Its background 
tasks are done using synchronized threads. 
Within the Network Daemon, two threads are used for handling network communication: the send 
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thread and the receive thread. The job of the send thread is to put packets on the network, and the 
job of the receive thread is to read incoming packets from all other participants in the session. The use 
of separate threads allows these tasks to be run separately from the application's thread of control so 
that they do not interfere with the responsiveness of the application. The send and receive threads are 
created within the Network Daemon when the Octopus interface is, but they do not begin executing 
until they are told to do so by the application. The two-step process allows the programmer to take any 
extra initialization steps needed and prevents race conditions between the application and Octopus. 
The job of the send thread is simple. Every interval, it sends all pending updates to the network. 
The interval is provided by the user in the Octopus configuration and defaults to 500 milliseconds 
to avoid flooding the network with packets. Pending updates are determined from the collection of 
registered shared objects. If an object reports that its internal state has been altered, Octopus knows 
that the object has changed in some way since the last round of updates. This design results in only 
the most recent modifications being sent to users rather than each individual update. All packets sent 
are of the base type octopus_msg (see Figure 6.2). 
/ octopus msa 
msgtype 
time_stamp .- - - - - - - -
birth_time 
size(} 
msgtype can have the value 
OBJECTUPDATE_MSG, 
OWNREQUEST_MSG, or 
HEARTBEAT _MSG 
Figure 6.2 Structure of octopus_msg 
The receive thread has a more complicated job. As it receives packets, it must be careful to read 
an entire update since the incoming packets are of variable length. This is accomplished differently 
depending on the OS abstraction layer, but in general terms, the number of bytes in the socket's receive 
buffer is determined on a per-packet basis. Using that information, an octopus_msg object is allocated 
to contain the newly received packet. 
Once a packet is read, it is placed on the update queue. The update queue, an instance of 
OctopusUpdateQueue, serves as the communication pipeline between the Network Daemon and the 
Processing Daemon. This queue object has built-in synchronization to allow multiple threads to add 
and remove objects without requiring that the threads synchronize queue access themselves. 
A third thread acts as a simple heartbeat daemon. Periodically, each active Octopus node sends a 
heartbeat message to all other participants to let all other users know that the sending node is still alive 
in the session. Because object updates are sent only when a shared object's state changes, a user could 
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easily send no updates for a certain time interval. In such an event, the other participants may think 
that that user has left the session. The heartbeat helps prevent this from happening by guaranteeing 
that at least one message is sent within the timeout period. More attention is given to user timeouts 
below. 
Processing Daemon 
To ensure that the Network Daemon can read as much data from the network as possible, the task 
of processing the individual packets is offloaded to the Processing Daemon. Its is to deliver the received 
packets to the correct objects. The Processing Daemon uses a single thread to handle packets given to 
it by the Network Daemon's receive thread. This thread, the processing thread, is created within the 
Interaction Broker when the Octopus interface is instantiated. Similar to the threads in the Network 
Daemon, its execution does not begin until the application instructs it to start. 
The processing thread reads packets from the update queue. It delivers all object updates to the 
objects that have registered themselves as update listeners. The process for registering an update listener 
is simple. Octopus must be told about the object acting as the listener, and from then on, the process 
of delivering updates is automated. All such listeners must implement the 0ctopusUpdateListener 
interface. In general, no applications have to register an update listener because this work is handled 
within Octopus' Interaction Broker. Since all of this work is done in the processing thread, object 
updates occur asynchronously relative to the main application thread of control and relative to the 
Network Daemon's receive thread. 
Interaction Broker 
The most complex part of Octopus is the Interaction Broker. Its job is to handle all information 
relating to registered shared objects within a collaborative session by acting as a listener for new objects 
and object updates. The collection of all active shared objects is maintained by the Interaction Broker. 
Data for shared objects can come from two places. First, the data can be provided by the Processing 
Daemon as described in the previous section. Second, the data can come through the programmer API, 
described in the last section of this chapter, when new objects are first registered with Octopus. Both 
data paths are described in this section. 
Most often, the Interaction Broker is handling messages given to it by the Processing Daemon. In 
this case, the Interaction Broker is acting as a listener for all Octopus messages, but it handles only 
those that relate to registered shared objects. Such messages may cause a new object to be created, 
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an existing object to be updated, or an existing object to become owned by a user. These steps are all 
handled as part of the processing thread execution and constitute its message processing task. 
When an object update message is received for an object that does not exist in the local node's 
collection of registered objects, the object is considered new to the environment and must be copied 
into the node's memory space. To accomplish this, the Interaction Broker maintains a collection of 
registered object listeners who are interested in such messages. The object message is passed to each 
one so that they may handle it accordingly. A user application will usually register an object listener 
of some sort so that it can get information about the shared objects in the environment. 
In the case when an object message is determined to be an update for an existing object, the 
Interaction Broker handles the update directly. The object is found in its local collection of shared 
objects, and the object's update() method is called with the update message passed as the argument. 
This method is part of the OctopusObject interface, described later, so the Interaction Broker can be 
sure that the shared object will handle the update in some way. 
For messages that request ownership of some object, only the node acting as the control server will 
handle the message. All other nodes silently discard such messages. The Interaction Broker on the 
control server looks up the named object in its collection and checks its ownership. If the object is not 
currently owned, ownership is granted to the requesting node. The object is updated so that all sites 
know that it is now an owned object and that its owner is the requesting node. 
The other way the Interaction Broker receives information about new objects is directly from the 
local node via the programmer APL In this case, a new object is registered with Octopus and gets 
stored in the Interaction Broker's collection of shared objects. The next time the Network Daemon 
send thread broadcasts updates, the new object will be included in the list. It is at this time that the 
other nodes learn of the new object and can act as described above when a message for a new object is 
received. 
The Interaction Broker handles one final task. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the 
Interaction Broker implements the OctopusObjectListener interface. This is for the express purpose 
of handling avatar creation when a new user joins a session. Avatar creation is handled internally by 
Octopus since it has direct access to the known avatar types. Updates to the avatars are handled 
internally as well. Thus, the application programmer is relieved of any responsibility regarding other 
user's avatars. 
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Network Protocol Options 
With the background on message handling given in the previous section, we now explain the network 
protocols used in sending the messages. Octopus messages are transmitted using one of two mechanisms: 
unicast or multicast. When using unicast, every node must know about every other node, and update 
packets are sent to each individually. The result is a fully "connected" network of all hosts communicating 
with each other. Strictly speaking, the nodes are not connected because UDP is a connectionless 
protocol. Figure 6.3 shows an example of such a network where all five hosts know about each other. 
Note that in the diagram, each line between two hosts represents two distinct communication channels 
since UDP offers only unidirectional traffic. Here, the collaborating nodes are defined statically in the 
Octopus configuration file and do not change during the lifetime of the session. Users can join and leave 
active sessions any time, but only those at known IP addresses receiving on a specific port will get any 
data from other sites. Thus, joining a session from an arbitrary host is not possible in this case . 
....-------< D I--------, 
A B 
D 
E C 
Figure 6.3 Fully interconnected UDP network 
Alternatively, the packets can be sent using a single IP multicast channel. Doing so in turn reduces 
the number of packets sent by each node. To communicate using multicast, hosts subscribe to a multicast 
channel named by a Class DIP address. When a subscription occurs, the local routers receive a message 
and can use that to forward multicast datagrams as necessary. In the best case, the host's network 
interface card can determine the subscription itself based on the multicast channel address thus avoiding 
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the use of the central processor in filtering the messages. In the worst cast, the multicast datagram will 
be passed up to a host's Network Layer in the TCP /IP stack where the subscription will be decided. 
The end result is that only subscribing applications receive and process multicast datagrams. In Figure 
6.4, we see that hosts A, B, C, E, and F are subscribing to the multicast channel while host D is not. 
Thus, applications running on D ignore all traffic on the channel. Using multicast has the benefit of 
allowing dynamic addition and removal of collaborating users. Any user can join a session any time 
provided that he or she knows the session's IP multicast channel. Since any host with IP multicast 
enabled can subscribe to the channel, sitting at some computer and joining an active collaborative 
environment is easy. IP multicast capabilities are not yet offered by all operating systems which limits 
where Octopus can be run. The use of IP multicast also raises security and bandwidth issues, and these 
are addressed Chapter 7. 
B 
D 
A 
E F 
Figure 6.4 IP multicast network 
Providing both unicast and multicast as options allows Octopus to be used on networks where IP 
multicast is not available. The use of multicast is dependent upon support by the network routers and 
the operating system, and even when both are available, network administrators may choose to disable 
multicast. In the current implementation, the two methods of transmission are mutually exclusive. In 
Chapter 9, methods for removing this limitation are discussed. 
Node-to-Node Communication Protocol 
In this section, the communication protocol used between two nodes in an Octopus collaborative 
session is described. Within Octopus, there are only three types of messages: object updates, ownership 
requests, and heartbeats. As described above, all three are encapsulated within octopus_msg objects, 
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and each type is identified by a constant. Programmers are free to add more as necessary by extending 
the octopus_msg type, but they must handle the added message types in their own code. 
Shared Object Updates 
Updates to shared objects must be communicated to all participating nodes in a session. These 
updates are passed as instances of octopus_msg allowing Octopus to ignore their specific type. The 
size of the update message, however, must be provided to Octopus so that it knows how much it must 
transmit to the other nodes. When the Interaction Broker at a peer site receives a message, it tries to 
downcast it to an instance of octopus_objectupdate_msg, a subclass of octopus_msg (see Figure 6.5). 
H that succeeds, the Interaction Broker knows that it has received an update for a shared object. 
octopus msg 
msgtype 
time_stamp 
birth_time 
size() 
octopus objectupdate msg 
id[64] 
owner 
pos[3] 
ori[3] 
Figure 6.5 Octopus object update messages 
Using the id attribute of the object update message, the Interaction Broker can associate the update 
with its corresponding object and deliver it accordingly. All of this occurs without knowledge of the 
specific type of the object or its update message. It is up to the shared object to handle the update 
appropriately. This relieves Octopus of any knowledge of user-defined shared object types. 
User Addition and Removal 
As mentioned above, participants in a collaborative session can join and leave at any time. While 
the specifics of who may join are dependent upon the network protocol in use, the methods by which 
entering and exiting the session occur are the same. As it processes messages, the Interaction Broker 
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maintains a live database of known users. When it receives a message that is from another host, it 
checks its database for the sender. The database is indexed by host address so that this lookup will be 
fast. If the lookup fails, then the sender is considered new and is added to the database. In so doing, a 
new user can join a collaborative session at any time. 
Removal of inactive users is based on a simple timer. Periodically, Octopus scans its database of 
known users checking to see when each one sent its last message. If the time since the last message 
is greater than the user-specified timeout interval, that user is considered dead and is removed. The 
removal process includes eliminating the user's avatar so that it is no longer rendered in the scene. 
Shared objects created by the removed user are not dropped from the world thus allowing continued 
interaction with those objects. 
Shared Object Implementation 
Octopus currently offers a special framework for sharing objects between nodes. It gives developers 
a base class 0ctopus0bject, shown in Figure 6.6, from which they may derive their own shared object 
types. Updates to shared objects are handled using a general type called octopus_objectupdate_msg, 
and programmers are free to derive their own extended update message types that correspond to the 
shared object types they create. In general, Octopus does not care what kind of update message it 
is handling if it can be subsumed to an octopus_msg object. User programs, on the other hand, are 
interested in receiving and dealing with the exact type of message sent by a peer. Because Octopus is 
written in C++, the runtime type information (RTTI) system provides a way to determine the specific 
type of received messages so that user code can handle the contained data properly. 
The shared objects themselves are copies of an original object created by some node. The creator 
OctopusObject 
owner 
changed 
isOwned() 
setOwner() 
getOwner() 
. update() 
· ··· ...... generateObjectUpdateMsg() 
Figure 6.6 Octopus basic shared object structure 
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node adds new shared objects to its local pool, and Octopus handles informing the other sites about 
the new object using the update message corresponding to the object's type. All shared objects in a 
collaborative session have 64-byte identifier strings. When an update message for an object is generated, 
the object's identifier is added to the update message so that the receiver can deliver the message to 
the appropriate object. When a site receives a message for a new object, it instantiates that object in 
its local memory space using the contents of the update message, and it adds the new object to its local 
collection of known shared objects. Subsequent changes to the object from any node are reflected in 
the copies automatically by Octopus. 
To receive updates about shared objects, an application class must first implement the interface 
OctopusObjectListener and register itself with Octopus as a listener. Refer to Figure 6.7 for a basic 
C++ example of how this is done. The interface has a single method, newObjectMessage(), that 
takes a pointer to an octopus_objectupdate_msg object. This method is called by Octopus when an 
incoming message is for an unknown (i.e., new) object that must be copied to the local memory space. 
#include <octopus/MultiUser.h> 
#include <octopus/OctopusObjectListener.h> 
class MyApp: public OctopusObjectListener 
{ 
public: 
// Constructor with Octopus config file. 
MyApp (const char* cfg_file) { 
octopus_obj = new MultiUser(cfg_file); 
octopus_obj->addOctopusObjectListener(this); 
} 
virtual void newObjectMessage (octopus_objectupdate_msg* m) 
{ 
// Handle new object creation ... 
} 
private: 
MultiUser* octopus_obj; 
}; 
Figure 6. 7 C++ application code example 
Maintaining shared objects does require some effort by the programmer. All sites in a collabora-
tive session must know about all possible types of objects in the environment and must have the code 
to create and update them. Programmers must implement two methods for all their shared object 
types they define: update() and generateObjectUpdateMsg(). As part of the general OctopusObject 
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interface, these two methods are invoked by the Interaction Broker when update messages are re-
ceived and when update messages need to be created. The update() method accepts an object of 
type octopus_objectupdate_msg and uses that to update the object to which it corresponds. The 
generate0bjectUpdateMsg() method is used by Octopus when an update message for a given object 
must be created. In effect it takes a snapshot of the object's current state and returns that to Oc-
topus where it is then sent to the other nodes in the session. While inheritance can help reduce the 
code necessary to handle an application's objects, an active area of research is how to minimize the 
programmer's efforts in shared object maintenance. 
Avatars 
This section describes the architecture used within Octopus for handling avatars. The basic interface 
used by all Octopus avatars is defined first. It is followed by a description of how avatars are implemented 
using a specific graphics APL 
Avatar Interface 
Built upon the general shared object framework, the Octopus avatar interface is designed to be easy 
to use and extend. At its most general level, the interface has an abstract Avatar type with a shared 
object update message type AvatarUpdateMsg. The Avatar type defines the interface derived avatar 
types must implement; it implements several useful helper methods for avatar manipulation including 
translation and rotation; and it defines several member variables common to all avatar implementations. 
A type derived from Avatar must implement its own draw() method that describes how to render 
the avatar. Other methods can be overridden as necessary. In particular, if a derived avatar extends the 
inherited member variables, it must also override the update() and the generate0bjectUpdateMsg() 
methods inherited from the 0ctopus0bject class. This is done in the same manner as described above 
for general shared objects. 
Internally, Octopus treats all avatar objects as being of type Avatar. As the avatar handler, 
the Interaction Broker must be able to expect certain behaviors to be defined for all avatars. The 
AvatarUpdateMsg type contains all the basic data members in the Avatar class and must be used as 
the superclass for any derived avatar update types. Thus, the Interaction Broker can pass an update 
message for a specific type of avatar to its corresponding object without worrying about the internal 
details of either. 
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Avatar Implementations 
To simplify the work of current application developers, Octopus implements several avatar types 
using OpenGL and OpenGL Performer™. As has been discussed in previous sections, other graphics 
APis can be added easily. For the OpenGL avatars, an AvatarGL type is defined as a direct subclass 
of Avatar (see Figure 6.8). It extends the interface only slightly and functions more as a place holder 
in the overall class structure. Most avatar types will derive from AvatarGLStd instead since it extends 
the interface to handle texture loading and data sharing. One such example is AvatarGLWoman, a basic 
female OpenGL-based avatar. Performer™ avatars are implemented using the AvatarPf class. For 
these avatars, programmers typically do not need to extend the interface because AvatarPf is designed 
to load a model directly into the scenegraph. Instead, a programmer can create a model and let 
Performer TM handle the rendering. 
OctopusObject 
Avatar 
draw() 
setHeadPosition() 
setHeadOrientation() 
getAvatarType() 
... ~··••······w ·~ 
( AvatarPf 
AvatarGL 
.~ 
,> setMatrix() a 
< ~etNavDCS() \ 
( AvatarGLStd ) 
·· I setMaterialParams() /• 
I setTexture() 
AvatarGLWoman 
Figure 6.8 Octopus avatar class structure 
As described above, the Interaction Broker is in charge of creating a remote user's avatar shared 
object in the local memory space. Acting as a listener for new avatar objects, the Interaction Broker 
uses the AvatarFactory to create the local copies of the shared objects. It does this by down casting 
the given octopus_objectupdate_msg object to an instance of AvatarUpdateMsg. If that succeeds, it 
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passes the message to the factory where it is processed. The factory looks at the avatar type in the 
message and creates the appropriate avatar object. Refer to Figure 6.9 for the sttructure of the avatar 
update message type. The created object is then added to the local pool of avatars for the known 
participating users. 
octopus objectupdate msg 
AvatarUpdateMsg 
m_obj_type 
m_avatar_type[MAX_AVATAR_ TYPE_LEN) 
m_lhand_pos(3] 
m_rhand_pos(3) 
m_head_pos[3) 
m_head_orient[3) 
is defined as 128. 
Figure 6.9 AvatarUpdateMsg message structure 
Application Programmer Interface 
This chapter concludes with a description of the interface used by the programmer when writing 
an application that includes Octopus. This is the highest conceptual level within Octopus, and it is 
the only part seen by programmers. The heart of the Octopus API is provided through the MultiUser 
class (see Figure 6.10). This is done in an effort to make the interface as simple as possible which in 
turn facilitates extending existing applications to include collaboration. The shared object interface 
described earlier makes up the remainder of the APL This section describes the MultiUser interface 
and how it fits into VR applications. Throughout, we will assume for convenience that the application 
is encapsulated within a class called ApplicationClass. The descriptions and figures will refer to an 
instance of this class, app_obj. 
Creating an Instance of the Octopus Interface 
Before anything can be done with Octopus, the application must have an instance of the Octopus 
interface, that is, an instance of a MultiUser object. Through this object, communication occurs 
with the local Octopus service. Call this object oct_mu_obj and assume that it is a member variable of 
ApplicationClass. When the Octopus interface is instantiated, several important steps are performed. 
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Multiuser 
I server 
I m_id 
I m_my _avatar 
I m_avatars 
start() 
addObject() 
register Avatar() 
registerAvatarPool() 
update Myself() 
draw() 
requestControl() 
releaseControl() 
addOctopusObjectlistener() 
Figure 6.10 MultiUser class interface 
First, it is at this time that the local site is "born". Next, the configuration for the session is read from 
a named file. The combination of the birth time, the local interface IP address, and the node's listening 
port read from the configuration file is assigned to be the node's unique identifier in the member variable 
m_id. Finally, the local Octopus service is told whether it is the control server. 
Registering the Local Avatar 
In order for remote participants in the collaborative session to see the local user's avatar, Octopus 
must be told about the avatar. For a graphics API such as OpenGL, this is done by registering an 
instance of the local Avatar object with Octopus so that it can inform its peers about the shared avatar 
object. Octopus stores the instance in the MultiUser member variable m_my_avatar, and the object 
is added to the collection of shared objects within the Interaction Broker. Refer to Figure 6.11 for a 
graphical representation of this process. 
In the case of a scenegraph-based graphics API, special handling of the avatars is needed. In order 
for Octopus to add avatars to the scenegraph dynamically, it must have a branch of the scenegraph it 
can manipulate privately. This is done through an "avatar pool" that the application developer registers 
with Octopus using the register Avatar Pool O method. The pool is an instance of the AvatarPool 
interface (see Figure 6.12). The local user's avatar model is loaded into the pool by Octopus using the 
app obj : ApplicationClass 
oct_mu_obj 
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i 1. registerAvatar(avatar_obll) 
2. avatar_obj 
oct mu obj : MultiUser 0---.. : lnteractionBroker 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
The Avatar object is stored in 
the local collection of shared 
objects and broadcast at the 
next send interval 
Figure 6.11 Avatar registration 
appropriate graphics APL The programmer must then add the root of the pool to the application's 
scenegraph. Once this is done, Octopus can add avatars and remove avatars as necessary. 
To facilitate the dynamic, asynchronous addition and removal of users from the collaborative session, 
Octopus does not manipulate the scenegraph until given the authority to do so. The application must 
invoke the handleUpdates O method on the avatar pool at an appropriate time. Such a requirement 
is necessary for scenegraphs including OpenGL Performer™ that allow scenegraph updates only at 
specific times. Until handleUpdates () is invoked, the avatar pool will queue up avatar addition and 
removal tasks for later processing. 
Registering Shared Objects 
Shared objects must be registered with the local Octopus service so that it can inform its peers 
about the objects. The programmer adds new shared objects to the collection of registered objects 
using the add0bjectO method. When a subclass of 0ctopus0bject is instantiated and needs to be 
shared, add0bject() is invoked on oct_mu_obj with the object instance as the argument. This method 
can be called whenever a new object needs to be added to the collaborative environment, but it is 
easiest to define all shared objects during the initialization steps before Octopus has started. 
Starting Octopus 
To begin communicating with the network and in turn join the desired collaborative session, the 
local Octopus service must be started. Until this point, it is only queuing information to be sent to 
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AvatarPool 
I m_local_avatar 
I m_remote_avatars 
handle Updates() 
w 
AvatarPoolPf 
I m_pool_root 
getNode() 
updateMyself() 
Figure 6.12 AvatarPool class interface 
the network. The send and receive threads in the Network Daemon have not yet been created. Upon 
starting the Octopus service, the threads are created and all queued messages are transmitted thus 
informing all the other participants in the session that the new node is alive. Figure 6.13 illustrates 
this process. 
app obj : ApplicationClass 
oct_mu_obj 
1. start() 
oct mu obj : MultiUser 
pm_net_daemon 
2. start() ----. pm 
Figure 6.13 Application starting Octopus 
Updating Local Information 
\ 
\ 
\ 
The send and 
receive threads 
are created and begin 
their execution 
Periodically, the local user's position and orientation information must be given to Octopus. Using 
the given data, Octopus updates the local avatar object. This in turn has the effect of sending updates 
for the local user's avatar to all the remote participants. Since a time interval is used by the send thread 
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between broadcasts, programmers can write their applications such that a user's information is updated 
at frame rate without worrying about flooding the network with packets. 
Rendering Avatars 
Each frame, all known avatars should be rendered so that the local user can see where the other 
collaborators are within the virtual space. Invoking the draw() method on oct_mu_obj causes the local 
Octopus service to render each of the avatars it knows about except the avatar of the local user. The 
local user is not rendered because in most cases, this is not necessary. For example, within a multi-wall 
large-screen projection system, users can see their own physical bodies. In an HMD, it might be more 
useful for a person to see his or her avatar, but doing so could be clumsy depending on the HMD design. 
If the HMD is bulky and not tethered to the user's head, it could easily fall off if the person tried to 
look too far down at themselves. One specific situation where rendering the local user's avatar would 
be very useful is when the person is looking at their own reflection. 
A complication can arise when rendering the remote avatars. Since updates for each avatar arrive 
asynchronously with the application's thread of control, it is very possible that an update could arrive 
during the rendering process. In a rendering system such as VR Juggler where each display surface has 
its own thread that renders the environment at a given instant, the use of multiple displays could cause 
a rendered avatar to become unsynchronized across displays. That is, if an avatar is being rendered on 
two or more distinct adjacent displays simultaneously, then it is important that the graphics for the 
avatar align properly between the displays at all times. The problem can arise, for example, if there are 
two displays, A and B, with an avatar being rendered partially on A and partially on B. An update to 
the avatar's position arrives after A has finished rendering but before B has started rendering. In this 
case the avatar's graphics will not align properly. Within Octopus, the updates and the rendering are 
synchronized using a reader-writer lock so that rendering happens properly on multiple display surfaces. 
Here, the rendering acts as the reader while the updates act as the writer. Multiple threads can render 
an avatar simultaneously, but only one thread can update the avatar object. 
Requesting and Releasing Control of a Shared Object 
Requesting control of a shared object requires an object ownership request through the control 
server. Figure 6.14 shows the steps taken in making such a request when the local node is not the 
control server. The application invokes the requestControl () method on its oct_mu_obj object and 
names the object it wishes to own. Note that step 3 is not a synchronous call. This is to prevent 
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slow application responsiveness should the control server be slow to take action. If the control server 
receives the request and sees that the requested object is not already owned, it grants ownership by 
setting the object's owner attribute to the unique identifier of the requesting site and sends out an 
object update message. The collaborating nodes, including the one that made the ownership request, 
now see that the object is owned. At this time, the requesting site can manipulate the shared object 
using its defined interface. In the case where the requesting site is the control server, the ownership 
response, whether positive or negative, is immediate and requires no network transmissions other than 
the ownership announcement. 
obj : ApplicationClass 
oct_mu_obj 
t 1. requestControl(obj) 
oct mu obj : MultiUser 
pm_net_daemon 
If obj is not 
owned, ownership 
is granted. 
2. sendMsg(req) 
++E--
4. update(req) 
pm net daemon : NetDaemon 
3. Send req 
to control 
server 
Figure 6.14 Ownership request 
Releasing control of an object is simpler. In this case, the application invokes the releaseControl () 
method on its oct_mu_obj object and names the object it wishes to disown. The controlling site's 
Octopus service simply sets the owner to a dummy identifier and sends out an update message. All 
subsequent traffic for the object will have the owner set to null until another owner is set. 
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CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION 
Unicast and Multicast Performance 
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the use of multicast on large networks has many unknowns causing 
people to be wary of its use. For example, network administrators contacted during the development 
of this project were reluctant to enable multicast between routers. They felt the multicast traffic might 
have a negative impact on network performance, especially if another user's time-critical data were 
being transmitted through the network. To address this specific concern, testing was done to provide 
comparisons between the performance of unicast and multicast on a network. A simple client/server 
software package called netmark was written for this thesis. 
The purpose of netmark is to mimic Octopus' network protocols. That is, packets are sent to all 
subscribers at a uniform interval using either unicast or multicast. When using unicast UDP, each node 
sends packets to all subscribers; when using IP multicast, a single packet is placed on the multicast 
channel. The netmark software allows configuration of the following parameters: 
• Delay in milliseconds between each packet 
• Size of packets 
• Number of packets transmitted 
• Addresses of destination sites 
In each run of the testing, the above parameters are held constant, and the use of unicast and multicast 
was compared. 
To give results that are representative of what would be seen by an application using Octopus, ACE 
sockets and threads were used. Any overhead associated with the use of ACE sockets is thus factored 
in to the overall measurements. Using ACE sockets also allows the software to be run on a variety of 
operating systems without modification. 
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The first set of performance measurements presented were taken on the current local area network 
(LAN) at VRAC, a switched Ethernet of SGI™ workstations and supercomputers allowing bandwidth 
of 100 megabits per second. The second set of measurements were taken on the previous VRAC LAN 
which had a mixture of Ethernet switches and hubs connected by 10 megabit lines. For the purposes 
of testing, the round-trip times (RTTs) were measured. Thus, all nodes receiving a packet responded 
directly to the sender, and the sender measured the RTT based on timestamps embedded in the packets. 
The tests were performed using both unicast and multicast protocols. In all Howe Hall tests, 2050 
packets were sent at a rate of 20 Hz, the default Octopus update rate. During the Black Engineering 
tests, 1950 packets were sent at 20 Hz. The first fifty packets were used to set up the communication 
channels on the routers and had potentially higher RTTs. Thus, these packets were ignored when 
calculating the results. Results were grouped based on packet sizes beginning with 64-byte packets 
and doubling that value for each subsequent grouping. The maximum value used was 61,440 bytes (60 
kilobytes), the maximum allowable packet size on the IRIX@ operating system. For a given packet 
size, there is one sender and one or more receivers. The number of receivers for the Ethernet testing 
was varied between one and seven. The hardware information for the individual host machines used in 
the Ethernet testing is presented in Table 7.1. In all cases, the processor brand is SGI™ MIPS@. 
Table 7.1 Host configurations used with netmark Ethernet testing 
Host Model Processor Type Main Memory Network Interface Card 
Sender Octane@ RlO000 (195 MHz) x 2 512 MB Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) 
1 Octane@ RlO000 ( 195 MHz) X 2 512 MB Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) 
2 Octane@ RlO000 (195 MHz) X 2 640MB Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) 
3 Octane@ RlO000 (195 MHz) x 2 384MB Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) 
4 Indy™ R4400 (200 MHz) 96MB Ethernet ( 10 Mbps) 
5 IndyTM R4400 (175 MHz) 96MB Ethernet (10 Mbps) 
6 Indy™ R4400 (150 MHz) 96MB Ethernet (10 Mbps) 
7 Onyx@ RlO000 (194 MHz) x 12 1792 MB Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) 
The values charted in the following subsections show the result of subtracting the multicast RTT 
from the unicast RTT. The RTT difference value is given in milliseconds. A positive value occurs when 
multicast had a lower RTT, and a negative value occurs when multicast had a higher RTT. Each point 
on the chart also has error bars showing the confidence interval for that point. The confidence interval 
was calculated using an a value for the significance level, the standard deviation for the individual RTT 
values, and the total number of RTT values. The resulting mean RTT value, x, can be expressed as: 
x±c 
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where c is the confidence interval. In all cases, a= 0.1 signifying that the mean RTT is accurate with 
90% certainty. The full set of values used to make the following charts can be found in the appendix. 
Finally, the network measurement tests were performed on a live, open network. Care was taken to 
run the tests at times when active use of the network was at a minimum, i.e., when few or no users were 
using the network. Because the network was not closed to all use, however, unpredictable variations 
could have occurred during the testing process. While this could have an undesirable effect on the 
calculated results, the unicast and multicast protocols are likely to be used most frequently on live 
networks. Thus, the results show behavior that based on real-life uses. The numbers used to prepare 
the following charts are available in the appendix. 
Howe Hall Ethernet 
Figures 7.1-7.11 compare RTTs for packets of varying size sent via multicast and unicast. These 
charts are based on measurements taken on the VRAC Howe Hall LAN. In all charts, the RTT is for 
Host 1 in Table 7 .1. One host was chosen from the group for calculating the average RTT so that the 
slower machines would not skew the results. 
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bytes, multicast performs the same as or better than unicast. For packet sizes larger than 1500 bytes, 
the maximum transmission unit (MTU) on an Etherhnet, the packets are guaranteed to be fragmented 
into two or more frames by the network hardware. As packets are separated into multiple frames, the 
potential for collisions on the line increases. When a collision occurs, the Ethernet hardware will wait to 
retransmit the frame when the line is free, and while it waits, the RTT increases. As a result, there can 
be wide variation between consecutive RTTs or clusters of RTTs. This partially explains why the data 
for packet sizes from 2048 bytes to 61,440 bytes does not follow the trends of previous runs and have 
poor confidence intervals. The tests for these packet sizes were run repeatedly, and the results were 
always nearly identical. Thus, the behavior appears to be characteristic of the network configuration. 
Finally, Hosts 4-6 are older, slower computers that are not equipped to handle the amount of traffic 
arriving while the test runs were performed. 
As will be shown in the next subsection, the erratic behavior of the network with packet sizes larger 
than 1024 bytes is not seen in every case. The differences in the basic network configurations can be 
attributed to these differences as well. For example, in the Howe Hall network, the sender computer 
was not on the same switch as any other host, but in the Black Engineering network, the sender shared 
a switch with Hosts 1, 2, and 3. 
Black Engineering Ethernet 
Early in the work done for this thesis, the same tests were performed on the previous VRAC network 
in June 1999. At that time, VRAC was located in Black Engineering, and all the machines were on a 
network with lower bandwidth and slower switches or hubs. Figures 7.12-7.20 present the difference 
between unicast and multicast RTT in milliseconds as done in the charts for the Howe Hall LAN. For 
these tests, the maximum packet size was 16,384 bytes (16 kilobytes) with three hosts. This is because 
the network became so congested with traffic that too many packets were lost to get usable data. The 
RTT mean from Host 1 in Table 7.1 was again chosen for the charts presented. 
It is important to note that some figures from the Black Engineering LAN show points poor con-
fidence intervals. In many of these cases, the individual RTT values were highly skewed at times. In 
particular, Figure 7.14 has a poor confidence interval for seven hosts. For that run of the tests, there 
were several instances where the RTT for all hosts had a spike to a very high value and then went 
back down to more consistent values. For example, the multicast RTT went from 1 ms to 615 ms and 
then took thirteen iterations to recover. The behavior was observed at all seven hosts over the same 
interval. These situations were due to congestion on the LAN caused by the netmark software itself 
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and problems with the network that caused "spikes" in the RTT to occur periodically. 
In general, the performance of multicast was observed to be about the same as or better than unicast. 
As the number of hosts increased, multicast always had lower RTTs than unicast. As the packet size 
increased, multicast RTT values were dramatically better than unicast (see Figures 7.18-7.20). Based 
on these trends, it can be concluded that multicast can be beneficial when bandwidth is limited and 
traffic is high. 
Effectiveness of Octopus 
Octopus has been very effective at managing avatars. Because user avatars are maintained entirely 
within Octopus, it is very simple to put together a collaborative application where the only important 
aspect is user representation. This ease of use comes from the special treatment given to avatar objects 
in the session. Assumptions can be made about the behavior of the avatars that cannot be made 
about general objects. Thus, the programmers can get started very quickly with an Octopus-enabled 
application. 
On the other hand, the current implementation of Octopus makes no assumptions about general 
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objects. Thus, the programmers are required to manage object control, modification, addition, and 
removal. Although shared object management is a primary design goal for Octopus, our current im-
plementation only partially fulfills that goal. Ongoing efforts are continuing past the scope of the work 
presented here. 
Problems Encountered 
As a software system for implementing CVEs, Octopus has proven to be too monolithic. In its current 
state, it tries to manage too much information. For example, all information regarding shared objects 
must pass through the various layers of Octopus because the shared object implementation is part of 
Octopus. Because Octopus must manage all shared objects in a session, complex interactions have 
proven difficult to implement. For example, if two or more users wish to grab an object simultaneously 
and manipulate it cooperatively, there is no support for this type of interaction. The current interaction 
server state cannot grant the control request to both users. 
If the shared object implementation were separated into another software module, Octopus could 
focus on managing complex interactions with the shared objects. In effect, Octopus could act as an 
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abstraction to general shared objects instead of a provider of Octopus shared objects. 
Security 
Security of the CVE data being put onto the network using multicast was an issue raised by users. 
Because Octopus is still in the research stages, security has not been added to it yet. Thus, neither 
unicast nor multicast packets have guaranteed integrity or confidentiality. Ensuring data protection with 
multicast requires that subscribers to the multicast channel cannot read the data without a special key. 
Recent research in the area of security and multicast is offering promising methods for key exchange 
and management. The following paragraphs present a summary of these methods. 
Basic Security 
Many mechanisms currently exist for providing network security. One good possibility is IP security, 
also known as IPsec [12]. Version 6 of the Internet Protocol will have IPsec built into it, and the standard 
can be implemented for the current version of IP. IPsec allows authentication and encryption of socket 
communication on a per-socket basis at the socket level. The security is enabled using a socket option 
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and a standardized automatic key management system called Internet Key Exchange (IKE). Together, 
the socket option and IKE make it very easy to add security to new network applications as well as 
legacy applications being moved to the new protocols. 
The overhead associated with using IPsec depends on the security algorithms used. For example, 
the Message Digest 5 (MD5) algorithm [28] developed by RSA, Inc. has been shown to be too slow to 
do authentication on high-bandwidth networks [37]. MD5 is only one example of an algorithm that can 
be used for authentication in IPsec. The best choice of an algorithm for encryption and an algorithm 
for authentication depends on the needs of the users and the capabilities of the hardware and software. 
Multicast Security 
Security in multicast has added complications beyond those associated with unicast. The following 
is a list of the requirements for secure communication in multicast: 
• Members joining a group cannot read past messages (join secrecy) 
• Members leaving a group cannot read current or future messages (leave secrecy) 
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• Messages sent on the channel must be authenticated (source authentication) 
To address the first two issues, a na'ive approach to key management would change the encryption key 
for the group every time a user joins and every time a user leaves [19]. While such an approach would 
have very high overhead1 for high-traffic channels, it illustrates the basic idea that key management in 
multicast is non-trivial. Real implementations for key management typically break the multicast group 
up into managed subgroups that maintain keys separately from the each other. One problem that 
arises, however, is whether the top-level manager for the subgroups is a centralized server. Using such 
a server in a multicast group introduces a single point of failure which counteracts one of the primary 
benefits of multicast. 
The remaining issue with multicast security is source authentication. There are three levels of source 
authentication [19), listed here in increasing order of complexity and desirability: 
1. Verification that a packet was sent by a registered group member without knowing the sender's 
identity 
1 The overhead is associated with generating and distributing new keys to all subscribers as the membership of the 
multicast group changes. 
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2. Verification that a packet was sent by a registered sender 
3. Precise identification of the registered sender of each packet 
-
In all three cases, the concepts of registered senders and receivers are important. Registered senders 
are those group members who are allowed to send messages to the group. Registered receivers, then, 
are group members who are allowed to read messages sent to the group. 
In the first level, receivers can be certain that a received packet came from within the multicast group 
and not from an outside party. A simple shared-secret-key system can allow this level of authentication 
just as it would for normal unicast communication. Distribution of the key can be facilitated in the 
same manner as the data encryption keys for the multicast group. The problem with this method, 
however, is that anyone with access to the secret key can generate authenticated messages. Thus, it is 
not suitable for typical multicast use. 
In the second level, registered receivers can be certain that a packet was sent by some registered 
sender and not by another registered receiver or by an outsider. This provides a better degree of 
authentication, but the exact identity of the sender is still unknown. 
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The third level offers the highest degree of authentication. Achieving it, however, requires high 
computational overhead. An efficient and effective method for precisely identifying the sender is an 
active area of research [ 19]. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS 
Application Design Issues 
In Chapter 5, five goals of the Octopus software were presented. Of those, the goal of easily adding a 
collaborative component to existing software proved to be very hard and in some cases nearly impossible. 
Two application design problems were identified that caused this difficulty: 
1. Applications should be designed with collaborative concepts from the beginning 
2. The use of C++ allows the application developer to write procedural code 
The reason for these problems and the effects on Octopus' goals are discussed individually. 
Application Redesign 
As part of developing the Octopus system, a collaborative component was added to some existing 
OpenGL-based VR Juggler applications. In every case, the need arose for a nearly complete redesign of 
the application. This was due in part to the structure of the applications and to the lack of consideration 
supporting more than one active user. Thus, when a programmer assumed that only one user would 
ever interact with the environment, certain limitations were placed on how interactions were handled. 
These limitations in turn made it difficult to extend the applications to include collaboration. 
Procedural Programming with c++ 
In these same applications, none took advantage of object-oriented programming techniques. This 
is a danger of using the C++ programming language because it does not force the programmers to 
use 00 concepts. Use of 00 programming is fundamental to Octopus' implementation, however, and 
this carries over into its use in applications. Thus, the application re-implementation usually focused 
on moving away from a procedural style of programming to an 00 style with well-defined objects that 
could be shared. 
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Effects on Project Goals 
After these experiences, it is clear to us that if a VR application is going to be used in a collaborative 
context, it should be designed from the beginning as a collaborative application. The problems encoun-
tered were not necessarily a fault of Octopus' design or its shared object implementation. The problems 
were related more to the fact that the original application designers did not have much experience with 
00 programming and did not consider collaboration at all in their design. The latter of these two is 
the difficult issue because collaborative VR has many issues that must be addressed. For example, what 
data must be shared among users can drastically affect the design process. If a model in the space can 
be moved, its position and orientation must be packaged and sent to other users. Proper encapsulation 
of this data makes it much easier to do this packaging. When combined with the fact that very few 
legacy applications were designed from the start to be collaborative, we see that extending existing 
applications will require a non-trivial amount of effort. 
Communication in Heterogeneous Environments 
In its current state, Octopus cannot communicate between heterogeneous computer systems. The 
use of the C++ RTTI system to determine a shared object's type prevents such communication. Several 
methods for achieving cross-platform communication have been discussed, but implementing any one of 
them in Octopus has proven challenging. For example, the use of Microsoft's COM system would limit 
Octopus to use only on Win32-based platforms. Cross-platform implementations of COM exist, most 
notably XPCOM from the Mozilla Project [20], but they have not been evaluated yet. CORBA, on the 
other hand, is both language- and platform-independent, but a cross-platform ORB implementation 
is necessary. One such ORB, ORBacus from Object Oriented Concepts, Inc., is available freely for 
non-commercial use, but its licensing restrictions could cause complications with corporate use. As a 
whole, component-based systems offer promising solutions, but the associated overhead and potential 
latency associated with specific implementations raises serious concerns. For example, in CORBA, 
most objects are accessed through interfaces that give a handle to some real remote object. Thus, all 
operations performed on an object require socket communication, and objects are not physically copied 
among the collaborating nodes. 
In general, communication of arbitrary objects between differing computer architectures is easy at 
a conceptual level. The basic multi-byte types such as short, int, and long can be transmitted easily 
[35]. Multi-byte floating-point numbers represent a slightly greater challenge, but it is not impossible 
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to share such values efficiently. The individual bytes can be transmitted and reconstructed using 
knowledge about a specific platform's representation of the type. The real challenge arises with complex 
aggregate types such as C++ objects that may contain inheritance information. A suitable layer that 
can distribute such objects automatically with minimal effort on the part of the programmer has not yet 
been found. An even greater challenge lies in efficient, transparent communication of objects between 
multiple languages executing in varying environments. CORBA allows this through its interfaces that 
mask the real implementation of the objects, but the cost comes with the required socket communication 
mentioned above. A possible approach to a solution for this problem is discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9 FUTURE WORK 
Collaborative VR is an evolving field, and similarly, Octopus is an evolving project. Based on user 
feedback and project goals, there are several unresolved issues in Octopus' design. Improvements to the 
existing design have been identified as well. 
Distributed Shared Memory Architecture for Shared Objects 
While Octopus does not suffer from being tightly coupled with a specific VR software rendering 
system, all of the burden of network communication is managed by it. Further modularizing Octopus 
would benefit its design, flexibility, and usability. A potential place where Octopus could benefit form 
further modularization is in its handling of shared objects. Instead of implementing a full shared object 
system in Octopus, this part of the system could be separated into another software package. This new 
package would handle cross-platform communication, object instantiation, object modification, and so 
on. Octopus' job would then be to manage the shared objects as users in the virtual world interact 
with them. In so doing, the Interaction Broker could focus on object management techniques instead 
of delivering object updates, instantiating new objects, and managing interaction. The purpose of the 
Network Daemon would be simplified to managing user addition and removal and other tasks specific 
to the collaboration aspect of collaborative VR. 
Implementing shared objects could be done with an object-based distributed shared memory (DSM) 
system [1). In a DSM, the main goal is to allow the programmer to use shared memory spread out 
across multiple processors and memories transparently. That is, inter-process communication of shared 
data can occur without any effort on the part of the programmer. In an object-based DSM, objects 
are the building blocks for shared data. Thus, an object-based DSM would further the goals set forth 
in Chapter 3 pertaining to shared objects, to communication among heterogeneous systems, and to 
transparent network use. Building dead reckoning algorithms into the DSM to improve communication 
efficiency would help achieve another goal in Chapter 3. 
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Persistent Database for World State 
As discussed in Chapter 3, a persistent database for maintaining world state facilitates the use of 
a shared environment. Presently, Octopus has no built-in mechanisms that store state information for 
specific objects or for the world in general. A world springs into existence when an Octopus session is 
started, and it is destroyed when the last subscriber leaves. The benefits of a persistent database have 
been presented earlier, and Octopus needs to incorporate these benefits to increase its usefulness. 
Improved Object Management Techniques 
Octopus currently uses rudimentary techniques to manage object interactions. It is assumed that 
all users will cooperate fairly in the virtual space and not need to steal an object away from its owner. 
More advanced interaction such as two people holding the same object at the same time is not allowed. 
In a simple training simulation, however, the need for two or more users to interact with an object 
simultaneously could be a fundamental necessity. Methods for allowing multiple users to cooperatively 
manipulate an object are a complicated, unresolved research topic. 
More generally, Octopus' use of an interaction server is a limiting factor. If the interaction man-
agement could be distributed across the nodes in a collaborative session, scalability and robustness 
would improve. Distributing the interaction control might allow interacting nodes to negotiate control 
themselves without wasting bandwidth communicating with other uninvolved notes. Removing the 
centralized server node prevents total interaction shutdown if the server fails. 
Addition of Streaming Audio and Video 
To improve communication between users in a session, streaming audio and video could be added 
to Octopus. Streaming audio would allow communication similar to a conference call. VR extensions 
to this idea could localize the audio for a particular user to follow the user's avatar. In so doing, the 
user's voice would seem to come from the avatar. 
Streaming video could be used to map a live picture of a user's face onto the head of the user's 
avatar. Video of a user's surroundings could also be transmitted to give a more complete picture of that 
environment. With this capability, facial expressions could be seen by the other users thus providing 
further cues during communication. Alternatively, software that updates the avatar's rendered face 
based on user facial tracking could be incorporated. The bandwidth requirements for this technique are 
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likely to be much lower than those needed for streaming video. In either case, extra hardware will be 
needed to capture the information from the user's face so that it can be sent out on the network. 
Area of Interest Management 
To increase the smoothness of objects' motion at remote sites, research is being done to interpolate 
values accurately between updates when possible. Several dead reckoning techniques are presented in 
[30) that vary in complexity and accuracy, and we plan to incorporate some form of dead reckoning 
into the low-level object sharing code within Octopus. In so doing, all objects, regardless of type, will 
automatically benefit from this feature. 
Multiple Simultaneous Network Protocols 
A future goal is to allow a mixture of the two so that sessions can be maintained between networks 
that allow multicast and those that do not. One way to accomplish this is to ''tunnel" packets between 
routers that do not forward multicast packets. A proxy site that can receive multicast packets imme-
diately forwards them between the routers to another proxy using unicast UDP. Thus, the multicast 
packet forwarding by the routers is emulated at a higher level. A potential problem with this technique 
is that the proxy sites must know about each other a priori, and multiple instances of such sites could 
be required for multiple independent sessions. 
Communication Between Heterogeneous VR Hardware Systems 
Finally, a long-term goal is effective communication between heterogeneous VR hardware systems. 
The basic problem is one of managing different hardware configurations for a single application. Het-
erogeneous VR hardware systems are different in at least one aspect of their hardware configurations, 
and a significant difference could lead to problems with a collaborative application. If, for example, one 
system uses a wand for interaction and the other uses a glove, the application must somehow deal with 
two completely different interaction paradigms. Such a situation is very likely as different sites have 
different resources and different needs for their VR equipment. 
There are two main aspects to this problem. First, an application designer must be careful to avoid 
defining a virtual world for a single system. Making assumptions about the interaction devices, for 
example, can dramatically limit the world's collaborative capabilities. Second, a limited VR software 
system may not allow an application to run in various types of systems. If the basic foundation of 
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the application does not scale to different hardware configurations, no application can overcome this 
limitation. 
To achieve collaboration between heterogeneous VR hardware systems, some mechanism must exist 
for mapping interaction and visualization properly between the systems. If an application designer 
makes some considerations ahead of time, this can help deal with the accessibility of environment 
components. For example, in a single-wall projection environment, the field of view is limited to what 
is in front of the user. In a multi-wall projection system with front and side walls, the field of view is 
much larger. To accomodate the single-wall user, a helpful feature could be rotating the world so that 
elements to the left and right sides can be reached. 
Even if such considerations are made, an automatic mapping between systems would simplify the 
work of the programmer. Both the software system designers and the application programmers must 
generalize their work so that it is flexible enough to work in a wide variety of systems. Providing the 
seamless, transparent mapping between two or more systems is then the real goal. With all of these 
pieces in place, collaboration can occur more easily. 
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APPENDIX 
Background 
As a supplement to the information presented in Chapter 7 comparing unicast and multicast per-
formance, further information is provided as appendix material. The following tables show the mean 
RTT for unicast and multicast as measured from Host 1 in Table A.I. Host 1 is presented because it 
was active in all runs of the performance measurement process. All data tables present the mean RTT, 
standard deviation (Std. Dev.), and percent of packets lost for both multicast and unicast. 
Table A.I Host configurations used for Ethernet testing 
Host Model Processor Type Main Memory Network Interface Card 
Sender Octane® RlO000 (195 MHz) x 2 512 MB Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) 
1 Octane® Rl0000 (195 MHz) x 2 512 MB Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) 
2 Octane® Rl0000 (195 MHz) x 2 640 MB Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) 
3 Octane® Rl0000 (195 MHz) x 2 384 MB Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) 
4 IndyTM R4400 (200 MHz) 96MB Ethernet ( 10 Mbps) 
5 IndyTM R4400 (175 MHz) 96MB Ethernet ( 10 Mbps) 
6 IndyTM R4400 (150 MHz) 96MB Ethernet ( 10 Mbps) 
7 Onyx@ RlO000 (194 MHz) x 12 1792 MB Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) 
Howe Hall Ethernet Performance Data 
Tables A.2-A.12 present the data collected from Host 1 on the Howe Hall Ethernet. For these 
tables, 2050 packets were sent at a rate of 20 Hz, and the first fifty were ignored during the analysis. A 
discussion of the erratic behavior of multicast seen in Tables A.7-A.10 was presented in Chapter 7. 
On this network, the faster Ethernet switches helped prevent packet loss. Only when the packet size 
reached the maximum allowed size on IRIX@ did significant loss occur. 
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Table A.2 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet (64-byte 
packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 0.6215 0.052 0.551715 0.237327 0.0% 0.0% 
2 0.6435 0.504 0.499532 0.606769 0.0% 0.0% 
3 0.9245 1.354 0.420581 0.501807 0.0% 0.0% 
4 1.1505 1.361 0.420640 0.535558 0.0% 0.0% 
5 1.043 1.518 0.366358 0.619571 0.0% 0.0% 
6 1.035 1.798 0.379272 0.627210 0.0% 0.0% 
7 1.0375 1.9515 1.784008 0.786420 0.0% 0.0% 
Table A.3 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet (128-byte 
packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 0.4825 0.028 1.071106 0.176725 0.0% 0.0% 
2 0.4085 0.351 0.501751 0.539393 0.0% 0.0% 
3 1.04 1.3245 0.297396 0.703169 0.0% 0.0% 
4 1.04 1.4665 0.347074 0.913397 0.0% 0.0% 
5 1.1615 1.5605 0.509458 0.829870 0.0% 0.0% 
6 0.97 1.91 0.487051 0.922673 0.0% 0.0% 
7 0.9855 2.1685 0.335180 1.152724 0.0% 0.0% 
Table A.4 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet (256-byte 
packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 0.502 0.081 0.519741 0.474923 0.0% 0.0% 
2 0.4365 0.7295 1.527788 0.624119 0.0% 0.0% 
3 1.0325 1.3325 0.208484 0.888447 0.0% 0.0% 
4 1.0445 1.509 1.349233 0.747796 0.0% 0.0% 
5 1.0235 1.691 0.184295 0.790463 0.0% 0.0% 
6 1.021 2.0255 0.153528 0.940900 0.0% 0.0% 
7 1.0875 2.1945 0.306416 1.131066 0.0% 0.0% 
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Table A.5 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet (512-byte 
packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 1.0255 1.0775 0.668635 0.848419 0.0% 0.0% 
2 1.036 1.0365 1.344473 0.378470 0.0% 0.0% 
3 1.0225 1.158 0.154938 0.534021 0.0% 0.0% 
4 1.1005 1.318 0.313766 0.625357 0.0% 0.0% 
5 1.211 1.684 1.445519 0.715122 0.0% 0.0% 
6 1.0325 2.068 0.188312 0.447746 0.0% 0.0% 
7 1.173 2.184 0.402681 0.678509 0.0% 0.0% 
Table A.6 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet 
( 1024-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 1.05 1.059 0.935916 0.966430 0.0% 0.0% 
2 1.06 1.068 0.245826 0.873360 0.0% 0.0% 
3 1.706 1.066 1.442777 0.390795 0.0% 0.0% 
4 1.641 1.25 1.986729 0.603060 0.0% 0.0% 
5 1.748 1.6035 0.470751 0.953804 0.0% 0.0% 
6 1.336 2.4835 0.508166 2.147798 0.0% 0.0% 
7 1.4285 2.414 1.433498 0.841402 0.0% 0.0% 
Table A.7 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet 
( 2048-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 2.125 2.026 1.784648 0.643841 0.0% 0.0% 
2 2.1035 2.0255 2.228289 0.258618 0.0% 0.0% 
3 2.0805 2.0335 1.360862 0.791006 0.0% 0.0% 
4 2.144 2.116 1.932649 1.999135 0.0% 0.0% 
5 2.2051 2.0985 3.025906 0.384541 0.05% 0.0% 
6 2.0925 2.371 1.367801 0.624943 0.0% 0.0% 
7 2.7745 2.8265 2.480872 6.431958 0.0% 0.0% 
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Table A.8 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet 
( 4096-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 2.042 2.056 0.910302 1.487606 0.0% 0.0% 
2 2.6145 2.1225 1.441155 1.398739 0.0% 0.0% 
3 2.978 2.9675 1.448988 13.20430 0.0% 0.0% 
4 2.8815 2.283 2.433191 1.558886 0.0% 0.0% 
5 3.055 2.412 1.913323 0.567818 0.0% 0.0% 
6 2.761 2.5528 1.477488 0.693954 0.0% 0.05% 
7 2.8884 2.9735 1.962119 0.783648 0.05% 0.0% 
Table A.9 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet 
(8192-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 3.1155 3.1085 0.817615 2.080118 0.0% 0.0% 
2 4.139 3.1735 1.361839 0.431846 0.0% 0.0% 
3 4.3645 3.1825 1.491896 0.621600 0.0% 0.0% 
4 4.3855 3.4002 1.471384 0.560566 0.0% 0.05% 
5 4.1506 3.4485 1.384469 0.697561 0.05% 0.0% 
6 4.1895 4.627 1.927030 0.598373 0.0% 0.0% 
7 4.4465 5.0315 0.668851 0.711872 0.0% 0.0% 
Table A.10 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet 
(16,384-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 5.0590 4.9555 0.782387 0.224822 0.05% 0.0% 
2 6.0895 5.009 0.335557 0.122174 0.05% 0.0% 
3 7.3864 5.016 1.709748 0.180998 0.1% 0.0% 
4 7.2176 5.0865 1.441960 0.331850 0.05% 0.05% 
5 7.3567 5.0850 2.327179 0.385902 0.05% 0.05% 
6 7.1441 5.33 1.382449 0.703098 0.05% 0.0% 
7 7.8784 5.656 0.835721 0.969089 0.05% 0.0% 
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Table A.11 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet 
( 32, 768-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 8.0610 8.011 0.962395 0.147953 0.05% 0.0% 
2 11.177 8.124 1.821442 0.368364 0.05% 0.0% 
3 13.430 8.1525 1.378319 1.425574 0.1% 0.0% 
4 13.720 8.28 1.481471 0.607276 0.05% 0.0% 
5 13.915 8.6135 1.969291 1.638432 0.15% 0.0% 
6 14.246 9.2700 1.828123 2.113976 0.85% 0.2% 
7 15.902 9.5730 1.878009 2.320637 0.05% 0.35% 
Table A.12 Multicast and unicast performance on Howe Hall Ethernet 
( 61,440-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 16.118 14.021 0.813433 0.948161 0.1% 0.0% 
2 19.703 14.22 1.005263 0.513584 0.05% 0.0% 
3 24.725 14.106 1.786050 1.347469 0.2% 0.0% 
4 24.751 14.345 1.692332 0.675428 0.35% 0.0% 
5 24.623 14.465 1.778093 0.675418 16.85% 9.25% 
6 24.531 17.208 0.844772 104.9629 21.15% 13.75% 
7 27.553 14.843 2.530302 1.876837 23.85% 9.95% 
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Black Engineering Ethernet Performance Data 
The following tables. A.13-A.21, present the performance measurements for multicast and unicast 
on the former Ethernet used by VRAC. The measurements were taken in June 1999, and in all cases, the 
RTT values for 2000 packets were sent at a rate of 20 Hz. As in the case of the Howe Hall measurements, 
the first fifty packets were ignored. Thus, only 1950 were analyzed. 
Table A.13 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
(64-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 0.2938462 0.3630769 1.722490 3.081994 0.0% 0.0% 
2 0.3779487 0.0625641 2.069155 0.457741 0.0% 0.0% 
3 0.3153846 0.1451282 2.153789 0.597553 0.0% 0.0% 
4 0.4005128 0.3679541 1.916443 0.965621 0.0% 1.7436% 
5 0.5056411 0.7531315 2.036536 2.497020 0.0% 1.7436% 
6 0.3512821 0.7198321 1.627491 1.787150 0.0% 2.2564% 
7 0.5625641 0.7001073 1.805281 0.961235 0.0% 4.4103% 
Table A.14 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
(128-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 0.2805128 0.3066667 1.659520 1.385369 0.0% 0.0% 
2 0.6117949 0.2482051 2.079627 1.210919 0.0% 0.0% 
3 0.9210256 0.4366342 2.234557 1.162695 0.0% 0.0513% 
4 0.7892308 0.3624339 2.019451 1.448011 0.0% 3.0769% 
5 0.7015385 0.7311598 2.207582 1.718377 0.0% 4.0513% 
6 0.3148718 1.4635584 1.676914 4.391194 0.0% 4.3077% 
7 0.3389744 9.6403602 2.205797 80.08036 0.0% 3.1795% 
On this network, the percent of packets lost increased very quickly as the packet sizes passed 2048 
bytes. The performance of unicast suffered more seriously as packet sizes increased because multiple 
copies of the same packet, one for each receiver, were placed on the network. This resulted in more 
collisions and more lost packets due to buffer overflows. 
The older Ethernet switches in use on the network also contributed to the performance. They were 
not capable of handling the heavy traffic as the packet sizes increased, and thus more collisions occurred. 
This resulted in slower RTTs as the hardware waited before attempting to retransmit a given frame. 
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Table A.15 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
(256-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 1.2 0.9861538 1.659897 5.833267 0.0% 0.0% 
2 1.3953846 0.5625641 3.415637 1.136156 0.0% 0.0% 
3 1.2630769 1.1692308 2.064884 1.784454 0.0% 0.0% 
4 1.2487179 1.4140584 2.321335 3.505705 0.0% 0.0513% 
5 1.2846154 1.1687179 2.075664 0.614304 0.0% 0.0% 
6 1.2271795 1.5295934 1.739641 1.711422 0.0% 0.3580% 
7 3.4661538 1.4049587 30.03719 0.817923 0.0% 0.7179% 
Table A.16 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
(512-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 1.2564103 1.0333333 1.761249 0.442040 0.0% 0.0% 
2 1.3087179 1.5169231 2.307566 0.402902 0.0% 0.0% 
3 1.3082051 1.5169231 2.065099 1.438484 0.0% 0.0% 
4 1.2630769 1. 7682051 1.776080 1.441742 0.0% 0.0% 
5 1.3317949 1.8015385 2.494358 1.593051 0.0% 0.0% 
6 1.2523077 1.4635584 1.751326 4.391194 0.0% 4.3077% 
7 1.3148718 2.5241026 2.188485 4.433556 0.0% 0.0% 
Table A.17 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
(1024-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 3.1743590 2.1435897 1.501618 1.276096 0.0% 0.0% 
2 3.2353846 2.0723077 1.879510 0.471238 0.0% 0.0% 
3 3.2743590 2.4251282 2.046185 0.624688 0.0% 0.0% 
4 3.2666667 2.8410256 1.955552 1.498198 0.0% 0.0% 
5 3.2964103 3.1974359 2.246561 2.052541 0.0% 0.0% 
6 3.2087179 3.7022587 1.789034 2.824912 0.0% 0.1026% 
7 3.8241026 3.9512571 2.321146 2.904748 0.0% 0.0513% 
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Table A.18 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
( 2048-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 5.1888148 4.0779487 1.548749 1.548749 0.0513% 0.0% 
2 5.3304259 5.0128205 1.913586 0.195747 0.0513% 0.0% 
3 5.4099538 5.9374038 2.552875 2.116519 0.0513% 0.0513% 
4 6.8435095 6.9441026 2.163880 4.027414 0.0513% 0.0% 
5 8.3689071 7.4158974 2.781554 3.846711 0.0513% 0.0% 
6 8.2591072 8.3093894 2.107013 5.032769 0.0513% 0.0513% 
7 9.6572601 9.9784615 2.578844 7.757123 0.0513% 0.0% 
Table A.19 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
( 4096-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT (ms) Mean RTT (ms) Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
1 8.2755259 7.3215385 1.390981 1.546839 0.0513% 0.0% 
2 10.496665 9.32 1.947887 2.087899 0.0513% 0.0% 
3 12.323756 11.595385 2.515120 10.25678 0.0513% 0.0% 
4 14.454592 13.559949 2.641988 9.380520 0.0513% 0.0% 
5 17.462801 23.351795 3.398616 28.59385 0.0513% 0.0% 
6 18.622370 172.34251 4.973134 131.1164 0.0513% 6.8718% 
7 21.702925 421.67690 4.687295 394.6444 0.0513% 33.179% 
Table A.20 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
(8192-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT Mean RTT Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
(ms) (ms) 
1 17.085685 14.434359 8.100330 1.700677 0.0513% 0.0% 
2 21.374938 18.168205 2.210244 4.021927 0.0513% 0.0% 
3 36.789859 195.64546 70.98406 394.7532 1.8974% 7.2821% 
4 38.138389 1589.1038 122.4410 1176.410 3.2821% 63.436% 
5 170.40229 2926.6791 135.7123 2313.911 10.513% 80.821% 
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Table A.21 Multicast and unicast performance on Black Engineering Ethernet 
(16,384-byte packets) 
Hosts Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast Unicast 
Mean RTT Mean RTT Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Packet Loss Packet Loss 
(ms) (ms) 
1 36.507447 47.988147 23.67516 300.3796 0.1538% 4.8205% 
2 339.99679 2132.1799 162.1559 1427.823 20.205% 67.795% 
3 1439.3838 2622.5884 867.6953 2321.132 67.795% 85.795% 
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